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M»caa mile
Picmici tod excunlooi Are of daily ocbe held in Grand Haven, commencing at south of the city limits and between the
currence.
sin where found for five years. There is 10 o’clock in the morning of Monday, city and Macataws park. This site la situated about twenty feet above the water
August 8, and dosing at 4 o'clock p. m.
no way of Identifying the body.
C. K. Coates baa a "Lost Notice** In
Friday, August 14. All teachers in Otta- of the bay, and the aoll la a sandy loam,
The Fire Department Excursion toMu«> wa county should attend the Instituteas a well cultivated.From it a good view of
this issue. Read it.
Kegon last Wednesday was not as well
teacher’ssuccess depends largelyupon the Lake Michigan and the city can be had.
If you want a cheap bicycle look over
patronized as It should have been. The
preparation, and a professional prepara- After thoroughly looking over this "site”
ouf Special Notices.
Several boys campint out

Grand
laven discovered the skeleton of a man
n the woods. The body bid evidently

LOCAL ITEMS.

Teachers should remember that the

near

gentle grade to the shady sherea of

Teachers’ Institutefor Ottawa County will tawa bay, about three-quarters of

,

§i»inc» |iwrt«B.

“boys” only sold about ninety ticketsand

Coaaliilos kirchint.

but little more than paid expenses.

T>SA0H, W. H.

CotnmlBston Merchant, and
The heated season still continues^ and
JD dealer in Grain, Floor and Prodnce..Hieheat
rain
is much needed.
market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store, corner Eighth and Fish streets.

The

Firat

Church Sabbath School

of

tion is as essentialas an academical one.

the party took the the steamer Twilight,

A

which was

training in methods of teaching is as

waiting for them, and rode

in

important as a knowledge of the subject over to another site, Point Superior, on

matter of the lessons. Teachers are re- the north side. The committee were so
H. Fairbanks,July which Rev. E. Boa is pastor, went to 3Iacatawa Park last Wednesday on a picnic. fered to the article in the last News well pleased with the site on the south
31, 1685, a daughter.
TtOEBBURG.J.O.Dealer In Drags and MediThere were nearly four hundred that en above the signature of the Superintendent side that they did not disembark. The
cines, Paints and Oils, Brashes, Ac. Phyof Public Instruction for further particu- dinner hour having arrived,tlie ateamer
George D. Sanford has been appointed oyed the day at this popular resort.
sicians prescriptionscarefOUy pnt up. Eighth St.
steamed to the dock at the park, and din•
postmaster at Grand Haven.
Y TAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drags, MedlThe
fall term of the State Agricultural
ner was served by mine boat Ryder, of the
V cines, Paints, Oils, etc, Proprietor of Dr. W.
Van den Berge’s Family Medicines. River Street.
The weather said: ‘‘Wilt ihoul” yester- College will uot commence this year until
A sad accident happened in Overisel Park Hotel. After dining, an hour and a
day, and everything wilted.
September 2, 1885, owing to the meeting last Wednesday afternoon at the farm of
alf ride on Lake Michigan was enjoyed
of the American Association of Science at Mr. John Dubbink. 3(r. Dubbink was
the party on board the ateamer Macainess.
Editor Brbzke, of the Grand Rapids
Ann Arbor commencing August 26.
drawing wheat Into li’i . ban and the t^wa, after which they returned to Hoi-

ui

Droll

Mr. and Mrs.

Vtdloiati.

I.

.

U

"

lars.

’

'

•

Ilera'd, called on us last Saturday.

fanltnri.

The

EYER, BROUWER A CO., Dealers in all
Ifl kinds of Fnrnltnre.Cnrtalns.
Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coffins, Picture Frames,etc.; River Ht.

31
is

ids

Dean

E. Boer, of

visiting her sister,

Mrs. B.

To the drug cierk

who

Oeainl Duleri.

yAN

PUTTEN, G. A SONS. General Dealers In
Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Huts and
Capa, Flour, Provisions,etc. River street.

Grand Haven,

fountain, a wink is as

J.

De

Vries.

$lethodist Church Sunday School

of this city

will hold its annual picnic

nd and took the train for Muskegon, to

horses becoming restless and nervous from

Ifokover the proposed

the flies stepped forward until the front
at

3Iacatawa Park on Tbunday, August 6

at city.

wheels of the wagon dropped from the

tion.

W. H. Beach has been making some

run.

started to

Mrs. Dubbink seeing

Soldiers’Home.

them

-

state, Free bna in connection with the hotel.

T>HKENIX HOTEL.

Dogs are beginningto use

r

their

Jas.
. proprietor.
Located near the C. A
R'y depot, has pants. If the beat continues
good facilities for the traveling public, and its need muzzlin’.
tablets unsurpassed. Free hack for accommodation of gnests.

±

W

The
Uvsry tad Sals Stalin.

TTAVERKATB. G.

J., Livery

XX Stable. Fine rigs and good horses can af_
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s

MaaafMtorlsi,Mllli, Shops,Ito.

PAUELS, VAN PUTTEN
_______

A
CO , Proprietors
____
Plagger
Manufacture of new Proer Mills. Manufacturers
cess Flour, Near foot of Eighth street.

X

of

T7AN RAALTE, B., dealear
v menu and machinery:
Ninth StreeU.
Phytiolias.

"DEBT,

R. B., Physicianand Bnrgeo
found in his office in Firat Ward Drag
D
Store,
on Eighth street.

X>

.

She was picked

olland

the locations

shown

he waa a member of

j

Homo. He

from Grand Rapids and hit

city

bad

wm
a site

to offer, but

be desired it to be under-

stood that

any other place had more

if

at-

Grand Raplda be
that place, and he conaid-

tractive features than

would vote

for

1

ered Holland next to the “second metrop*oils” of the state.

A Nation Mourning.

improving. Some

Maj. Wells said that the board had deGeneral Grant’s death was cided that they would entertain no propocaught this week.
keted in this city, was brought to the received everywhere last week with signs
sitions from any cities north of the DeStandard Roller Mills on last Saturday by of mourning whichnhe universal affection
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Carr, of KalamaHarm Bremer, of Graafschap. The n which he is held naturallysuggest, troit, Grand Haven & Milwaukee R. R.,
and that the Home should not be located
zoo, are visiting their son, Frank H. Carr
wheat waa of the Clawson variety and 'he Nation is to-day In mourning. Wherand family, of this city.
In any city which now has a state Instithe berry was plump and bard.
ever the story of that plain heroic life la tution of any kind.
By Rev. T. T. George, At the picnic o( the Sabbath school of Known, the news of its ending brings a After seeing all the sites offered by the
Peter H. Cramer to GeorgieRev. Bos’ church, Mr. Simon Leveose feeling of irreparable loss. The thoughts different cities, the board will meet in Deiron, both of Holland.
of the people are centered on the life and
troit and the location decided upon at
met with an accident He waa carrying
death of the old hero. Everywhere there
once as it Is desired that work commence
a
large
pail
of
coffee
for
the
picnic
and
here will be no services in the Chape
s a bush and a sense of solemnity. >It is
on the building Immediately,ao that the
Sunday morning. Rev. J. H. Karsten, stumbled and fell, the hot coffee burning

X

'

Watchu asd Jewslry.
1) REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler,and
X> dealer In fancy goods. Corner of Market
and Eighth streets.

The

wheat

first

of this year’s crop

mar-

The news

well it

his face and bands qaite severely.

lowever, will preach in the afternoon.

is

of

so. Such a

life is

a

priceless

Home may

egacy for any nation. The arrangements

be enclosed before

fall.)

The local committee on entertainment

A few ot the most intimate friends of for his burial have been steadily advanc- have prepared a clear and concise stateex
Mayor Harringtoncalled on him Thurs- ng since death . The family have decided ment of the advantages of Holland m a
lost-office, and his family are stopping
day
night and extended their congratula- that the final resting place shall be Riverfor two or three weeks at Prof. Scott’s.
beautiful and thrifty city, a popular and
3Ir. D. D. Stette, of the

New

Yor.k

tions, it being nis fifty-thirdbirthday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Kanters, last Refreshmentswere served by Mr. HarringTuesday morning, a little girl baby ton’s amiable wife and a general good time

boarder. The

little

girl has come to stay. jras enjoyed.

Pkisink Bros, have

a new

peannt

side Park,

ndicate that

day

Bt

the exploaion of a gasoline stove at

New York.

that are being made for

to bold

The preparations growing summer resort, and a good railthe funeral would
road ocuter. The committee prepared

New York

will

be

of the funeral la set for next

August

too small

the vast number of people. The
8,

and

in

view

of thia

Baturday,

Mayor Kan-

U., dealer in Watches,Clocks, roaster and heater in operation,and will the Park last Thursday evening the cotters called a special meeting of the Council
Jewelryand Spectacles,cor. Ninth and Cehave warm peanuts on hand at all times. tage of Mr. C. H. Leonard, of Grand Rapdar streeU.
and a committee of citizenswere appointids, just this side of Macatawa Grove, was
ed to act with the council.lnmaking ar
Komijnen Kaas, (caraway seed cheese)
burned to the ground. The cottage
rangementa for appropriatememorial serimported from the Netherlands,can be
not entirely finished but the family of Mr.
vices te be held in Holland. The com
obtained at the store of G. Van Putten
Leonard was occupying it. The loss Is
mfttee appointedthe readera will find by
Sons.
X. o. of 0. T.
$700; no insurance.
looking over the proceedings of the counHolland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent
The Misses Annie and Renie Woltman,
Order of Odd Fellows, Iholda it# regular meetings
cil
in another column. We are given to
The steamer A. B. Taylor ran into this
at Odd Fellow's Hal), Holland, Midi., on Tuesday
of Chicago, who have been visitingin this
evening of each week.
understand
that Dr. Chaa. Scott will be in
harbor last Thnnday with a load of exVislUDg brothers are cordiallyInvited.
city for a few weeks have returned to their
vlted to deliver the oration and Rev. H.
J. Kbuisbkqa, N. G.
curaionistaand turned around in front o
home.
L. D. Baldus, R. B.
the park and returned the same way they Uiterwijk, of Grand Raplda, to make some

T17YKBUYSEN.

v

wm

JMtitf.

&

&•••

and with

Gen. Pierce said

A very sick German tramp, but three a d expired at five o’clock,just foui houi
weeks in this country, was picked up on after the accident. Mrs. Dubbink was
Eighth street by Marshal Vaupell last yean of age, an estimable lady, and leav^
Wednesday. Dr. Kremera preset ibed for ier husband with three children.

very fine “atringi”of bass have been

VATES, 0. E.. Physician and Snrgeon. Office
at residence on the corner of River and
EleventhstreeU, formerly occupied by the late Dr.

v

ex-

hem.

him and the marshal sent him to Supt. of
is

They all

themselves as well pleased with

up, (the board locating the

taken to the house and displte medical

Poor Angel at Grand Haven.

If REMERS,B.., Physicianand Surgeon. ResXV idenceonTwelftbstreet,
cor. of Market St.
Ottlce at the drag store of Kremera A Bangs.. Office honrs from 11 a. m. to IS m.,and from fi to 6 p.m

Ledeboer.

Grand River Valley Medical Soci-

Fishing in the bay
Stable;

ing over her body.

the store.

will ail

the City Hotel.

hotel.

VTIBBELINK, J. H„ Livery and Sale
11 Ninth street, near Market

summer

they

ety will meet in this city next Tuesday at

and Boarding

by

aitea offered

manager!, individually,

floor of the ham to the ground, a abort tie fine, pleasantgentlemen, and Gov.
tends the soda 1885. All the friends of the church are distance, probably two or three Inches,
ger knew what he was about when he
good as • prescrip- invited to enjoy the day with the society. but enough to scare the team which
ected them to take charge of the pro-

running jumped In front of the now thorj shorn:
£ Born: — To 3Ir. and Mrs. Frank B. Gil- improvements with his bay ocalea in front
oughly
frightened horses with the purpose
QITY HOTEL, Williams Bros., Proprietor
of his premises on Eighth street. The
bert, of
of Jefferson, Texas, July 20, 1885,
The only first-class hotel in the city.\T'4
_
of
stoping
them and was ran over, the
scales are now ao arranged that any art!
cated in the bnslness center of the town and
id bit a son.
one of the largest and best sample rooms
cle can be weighed without going out of horses stepping on her and the wagon passBotlll,

The

thia statement at the request of
of 3Iaoagera

Hon. M. Brown,
of the
per,

the Board

and forwarded the same to
Detroit,*

Mich.

A map

premises also accompanies the pa-

and

wm made by Mr. G, Van StriDiekema. The first

ven and Hon. G. J.

document la devoted to

few pages of the

the lecation, the sltnationof

the land, Ita

heighth above the water of the hay, the
quality of the soil, the drainage and .the
adaptabilityof the land forearm puapoaes.

The

site firat visited by the

scribed at leagtb

m

board wm de-

being good farming

and surroundedby good farme,
our farmers and
the Hollandishlanguage. The
yielding abundant harvests. The highest
land,

tilled successfullyby

Our thanks are due to Mr. Geo. Souter came. This wm done simply to tempt remarks in
A Regular Communicationof Umitt Lomb, for some very fine celery of his own rail- the Saugatuckians with the beautieso arrangements of the committee,however, temperatureof the “ihore” this summer
' H.
No.
191, F. * A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall
will be made public later.
waa given at 84 degreea, while to the
Holland, Mich. at T o'clock,on Wednesday ing. It wm equal to that raised in Kala- Macatawa. They will come again some
r. A A. X.

i

evenings, 'Jan; 28, Feb. 26, March 85. ApriMS,
iril 22,
Mav *7, June 94, Jniy 22, Aug. 19, Sept. 23, Oct. 91.
Nov. 18. Dec. 16. St John, a days Jane 84, ana
Dec. 27.
O. Bbetmak, W. M.
D. L. Botd.Sk’v.

<8ht* §larhets.
Produce, Ito.

time and atay longer.

mazoo.

News

same day the temperaturein the interior

SEEING SITES.

has been received that Herbert

Applet. 60c; Betns, $1.95; Batter, 11, 19c;
Eggs, 13c; Honey, 14c; Onions, Me; Potatoes, 50c.
Gr&ln, 7$$d, Ito.
(WHOLBtALB.)

(VomcUd

every Friday by W: H. Beach.)

Bockwfaeat,40c: Bran, V 100 fi>t. ,66c; Barley
« 100 S>s., $1.00; Clover seed, •bu. $4.50; Corn
Meal, M 100 lbs., 1.05; Corn, shelled,46c: Floor
JO; Fine C6rn Meal, V 100 ffit., $1.40; Feed,®
n, $20.00:Feed, f 100 Ms., 1.06c.; Hay. $8.00,
.00; Middling,9 100 X>t., 80c; OaU. 80c;
^eari Barley, f 100 fin., $6.00; Rye, 50c;
60c; Timothy
' ‘ Fultz, 88 ;
Seed, $2.50: New Wheat, white,W; Red
i

Lancaster Red, 85.

HBTA1L.

wm

94 degreea. The next fait

Some two hundred guests at the park
Van der Vrede, an old Holland boy, waa and citizensfrom thli city went to Bald- The Board of Managers of the Soldiers’ pages of the statement waa devoted to tfco
prices of building material, accompanied
drowned at Victoria, Vancouver’s Island, head park, Saugatnck, last Sunday after
Home Visit Holland, and are
by letters from Mr. J. De Vries, of the.
July 12.
Shown the Sites Offered.
noon on the ateamer Macatawa. They re
De Vries stone quarry, Mr. Fillmore BirdK
County Clerk Turner ani wife, and port Baldhead a pleasant place, and state
The half past eight o’clock train of the of the John Roost quarry, the Hamilton.
Mn. Squires, of the Register’s office were that the acenery u teen from the top o:

(WHOLBSAUI.)
“summer resorting”at Macatawa park this mammoth sand hill la magnificent
iCorrseUdnerv Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
They must have looked In the direction o
yeaterday.
Applet,BOc; Beana, 00c, $1.00; Batter. 9,10c;
Holland and Macatawa.
Eggs, 19c; Money, 12c; Onions, BOc; Potstoei,
The Grand Haven Cornet Band will
30c. New Poutoes,60c.
HIT AIL
The largest excunion of thia season to
ran an excursion to Kalamazoo, Angnst
IK

of the state

Chicago and West Michigan R’y from the Brick Mannfactnring Company, Costing,.
south on Monday night last, brought to Smith & Co., Hamilton, and Veneklue*

Samuel Wells, of Buchanan, & Son, Zeeland, brick manofactarerf,
chairman of the Board of Managers of stating the price Mked for brick and
the Soldiera* Home. M$j. Wells is an stone. The lowest price Mked for stone,
this city Maj.

of iMt Thursday. The old friend and acquaintanceof D. B. K.
and Ben Van RMlte and consequently
the round trip.
Sabbath School of the Pint Reformed
spent the evening add night with them at
Church of Grand Raplda held their picnic
The Knights of Labor, of Grand Rap- at the Park, and there were nearly four their homes near this city. Tuesday
ids will ran an excursion to Macatawa
morning at 10:15 the train frpm Grand
hundred of the school together with over
next Wednesday. This will be the largest
one hundred regular passengers from Rapids, brought Gen. B. R. Pierce, of
excursion of the seasonGrand Raplda and two hundred from this Grand Rapids, R. A. Remick, of Detroit,
and Judge Brown, of Big Rapids. A. T.
Over fifty tents have been pitched a city which gave the Macatawa a big load
Bliss, of Saginaw, having missed the train
the park and are occupied by campers. 10® carried lhem by Ming the schooner
in Grand Rapids followed and reached
fonder along side.
Tents are in great demand, and it is with
this city at two o’clock. These gentledifficultythat guests can be accomi
Rev. Giles Van der Wall, who men comprise the Board of Managers of

11. The

fare

from

this city will be

$1.00 the Park

wm

that

delivered at any dock

on Macatawa bay,

wm $6per cord, while the price Mked
for brick wm $4.80, free on board can in
Holland. These prices of building material

compare favorably with those of any

and should be one of
the objects the board should take Into
consideration in locating the site. The
place in Michigan

last

and most important part of the docu-

ment

wm

devoted to Holland’* railroad

connectionsThis part of the statement
Buckwheat, 50c: Bran, 9 100 lbs., 75c; Barley, 9
was prepared by Agent Churchill and is
160 lbs., $1.10; Clover seed, 9 »-i $5.50; Corn dated.
preachesnext Sunday in the Third Church the Soldiers’ Home, and were accom- such m can be shown by no other plifce
Meal, 9 100 fin., 1.15 ; Corn, shelled,56c; Floor,
$5.60; Fine corn meal,
100 fits., $1.60; Feed, 9
Pb#f. W. McAfee hM declined the in the morning and in Hope Church in the panied by General SuperintendentAgnew, in the state. We publish the greater pari
ton, $21.00: Feed. 9 lOOffit.,$ 1.15; Bay, $9.00,
$10.00; Middlint,9 100 9a., 85: OaU,
.....
40c.
evening is well known in this section,es* Gen. Passenger Agent J. H. Carpenter, of it below.
furl BarUy, 9 100 fct., $6.00; Bye, Me ; Timothy profeeaorohip lately tendered him bj the
pecially by the older inhabitants.He was Capt. W. A. Gavett, Assistant Geo. Pass.
council of Hope College. The Council
transportationfacilities.
one of the first Teachers in the Holland Agent, and General Koadmaeter Sterling,
will meet again August 12, to make an
The city of Holland la second
Iudkl«Bti Aruloft 8$1t$.
Academy and one of the firat Preachers of the Chicago and Wes! Michigan R’y,
appointment
other in Michigan m
•alveln the world for Cute,
in this colony. He preached in both the who went with them to view the sitet ofWe have been credibly informed that Holland and English languages. Twenty- fered. The entire party were met at the
twelve excursions are booked for
sar* ago he left thia place to take depot by the local committee, and step-

sms

l?y‘

im

adoring

the next four

them

be one from

will

•

’

a large

ping
-j_* ___

Ttopeo- driven
Ito bin t Tint and

Guild R»pidi. Md
v -

of

ia

V
m-:

m

k

.

.

and

Cherokee land for white settlement.
. .B. 8.
Brainard, Postmaster at What Cheer, Iona,
shot and killed Jade Day, who was one of

similar action was taken by many
municipal bodies, commercial organizations, etc., in all sections. Among the
the

confiLInd
a— pted
^°- “Pta** lot of
contraband whllky.
.. .John Manpin was
taken from the jail at Mound City, HI, by
a mob of fifty masked men and hanged.
His .crime was the murder of John L.
Daniels, his son-in-law, who had obtained
a divorce from a former wife and married

senders of
)f telegi
telegrams of
Grant were President Cle
dent Hay
res, Gen. Sheri

.

|

|«n!ii|ti fio

FOLL'ND cm. MICaiOiN.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
TUB EAST.

d,

to

A

Mrs.
'

ex-msi-

the City Hill
ltd visited

heio:

_

th-plck.

Bnrns

met in co
iufNew Yorlfe and
Part\> view the

„„

posed sites for Gen. Grant’s sepulture.
Thj New York Legislature has been in-

_

vited to meet at Albany Aug. 4, to take ac-

The

A Mount MacGbegob dispatch of July
25 says: "Gen. Grant's body has been embalmed, and will remain in the cottage
where he died until Tuesday. Ang. 4, guard
ed by a special detail of thirteenuniformed

the rep

re of G«ii. Hancofik,

face of the latfew minutes before 8 o'clock Henry, the
___ and
ha«tlljr upon the_ piazza'
if the marriage nurse,
spoke qqJetfy to the physicians. He'told them
ceremony was performed.
killing
he thouuht t the
~
the General was very near to death.
took place within two hours after the The medical men baat ly entered the room
wedding.
wb?re the sick man waa lyJnir, and approached
bis side. Instantly upon scanning the patient’s
face, Dr. Doughs ordered that the family be

stepped

New York telegram of July 28, saya:
L Fred Grant, Jesse Grant, Mayor A Match Con

ce, and.Gen.
and. Gen. Penjr, as
trace,

nd manyetaer

shed men.
m
disHignishea
A
spondent at
Mount MacGregor furn
the following
accbhnt of’ the last ments of the dead

A

Maupin's daughter in the
ter's threat to kill on sight

blende

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

tion respecting Geu. Grant's death.
There is much feeHng agaifist the
proposed interring of the dead
hero in Central Park. From all c’asses,

burial of a Wealthy Murderer and Suicided
in a

Pauper’sGrave

at Cleve-

land— Etc.

Texas' Big Capitol.
except perhaps the less thoughtful of the
The Building Commissioners and Capipeople of New York, who seem willing to tol Board met on Tuesday, says a dispatch*
have the great General’s grave in their from Austin, Texas. The board consistsmen from Grand Army Post, No. 327, o:
leading park us an additionalatiractionto a of Governor Ireland, ControllerBwain,
Brooklyn. Before the removal of the re.
public show, come the same expressions of State Treasurer Lubbock, Attorney Generai
mains a funeral service will be conducted
a belief that some other point should be Templeton, and Land CommissionerWalsh.
on the veranda of the cottage by Dr. Newchosen." A Philadelphiadispatch, says: The Building Commissionersare Messrs »
man, in the presence of the family and im“The uprisingallover the couutrv which has Lee and McLaurin and Supervising Archimediate friends. The body will arrive at
been caused by the selectionof Central Park tect Walker. The board, with one dissentAlbany Tuesday evening, Aug. 4, and will
as the resting-placeof Gen. Grant finds coning voice (that of Treasurer Lubbock),
lie in state at the Capitol until Wednessiderable vent in this city, where resides
votecMo accept the proposition of Coloneb
day noon. It will then be conthe dead hero’s most intimate friend, Mr. Abner Taylor, of the Chicago syndicate,toveyed to New York, and will lie in state at
Geo. W. Childs, who is in constant receipt build the State House of red granite, from,
City H all until the following Saturday,when
of letters and telegramsfrom pnblio and the mountains of Burnet County, sixty^
it will be interred in Central Park. Arprivate citizens voicing their disappoint- miles northwestof Austin. Under
rangements are making for a great military
ment at the coarse proposed. Thpugh no the new agreement,the building:
and civic demonstration at the metropolis
appeal can be made to the family, Mr. will cost the contractor$500,000 extra,,
on that day, and memorial services will be
Childs and the other friends of the ex- but the Stpte agrees to omit two porticos
held simultaneously in the leading cities 3-year- old son died in Baltimore from the watchers by the bedside, to whom was soared President in Philadelphiaare decided in
and furnish the granite and 500 conv.cts to*
scene of an agonizing or other than a peaceand towns of the country. The cot- effects of trichina?, caused by eating pork. the
their convictions that the remains belong work it. Col. Taylor was present at the
ful
death.
The
wife
almost
constantly
stroked
tage in which Gen. Grant died will not Two other children ore in a critical condi- ^f^^ forehead, and hands of the dying Gen- to the nation and should repose in one of meeting, and says he will immediatelyput
again be occupied as a domicile, but will be tion.
the national burying grounds, like Wash- a large force at work. A railroad _____
fix teem
prevent the event so near would riwf wlthtalier! ington or West Point
presented bj the owner, J. W. Drexel, with
miles long has to be built before, the granMrs. Grant pressed
and. lean
leaufara.
pressed both his hands, and,
all its present belongings,to the GovA dispatch from Atlanta, Ga., says ite is reached. A dispatch from a convenlug forward, tenderly Uraed her husband's
ernment The condolences of Queen
The Signal Service publishes reports of face. Col. I red Grant sat silently,but with evi that at Suwauee, on the Richmond and tion of Knights of Labor was laid beforeVictoria,the Prince
Prinmeeting, solemnly protesting against
cess
Wales, and . ex-Presi- 186 tornadoes in the United States during S. Grant Jr., was deeply moved, but Jesse 'boro Danville Railroad, a ditch train ran over a the
the employment of convicts. CoL Taylor
dent Arthur were among those telegraphed 1884. More than one thousand buildings the scene steadily,and the ladles,while watch- cow. throwing one car from the track. In
says he will employ every granite cutter in
to Mrs. Grant”. .. .Babcock k Andrews, were destroyed by these storms. The ing with wet checks, were silent The morning the car wore fifteen negro train- hands and Texas at union prices. The Texas State
had
passed
five
minutes
beyond
eight
o’clock,
proprietors of the big bucket-shopat Syr- States in which tornadoes were most fresix bars of iron. The car turned on ita
House is to be finished according to thfr
acuse, N. Y., failed for $500,000. The quent were Georgia, Sooth Carolina, and and there was not one of the strained and Avail- side and the iron fell on the negroes, killing watchersbat who could mark the nearness
new contract in two years. The Texana
firm figure their assets at a nominal rate, Alabama.
of the life-tido to its final ebbing. Dr. Douglas ing seven and wounding three more. The are much pleased with the magnanimous
mostly in oflace furniture ____ John Splan.
President Cleveland has issued a noted the nearness of the supreme monent, and track has been cleared.
and honorable bearing and conduct of CoL
quieTy approachedthe bedside andf bent
the driver, who was arrestedat Pittsburgh
There is no doubt that General Grant’s Taylor throughout the negotiations, which
proclamationdeclaring invalid the leases above it and while he did so the sorfor using a spur whip in a race, was fined
of the gray-haired physician death was hastened by that unfortunate have extended over a week and involved
of lands for grazing purposes in the Chey$10 and costs.
seemed closely allied with that of the
millions. Both sides made concessions,,
family.
Dr. 8hrady also drew near. trip to the eastern outlook,says a Mount
Memobial services in honor of Gen. enne and Arapahoe reservations. Indian
and Col. Taylor showed Gov. Ireland hn
Territory,and orderingthe removal of all
was not to be outdone.
Grant were held in many cities and towns
MaoGref!or di8f*tchcattle held by persons other than Indians as the last functions -of the heart and lungs
hausted his little strength, and left him allast Sunday. At Galena, the First Meth- from such land within forty days. This
were hastened to the closing of the ex-Presl- ready prostrated when the terrific burst of
A Book-Keeper Wrecks a Bank.
odist Episcopal Church, in which the Gen- action was advised by Gen. Sheridan, at dent a life. A peaceful expression seemed to
heat
came.
That
he
would
have
died
A
Sedalia
(Mo.) special says th at “an exbe deepening In the firm and strong-lined
face,
eial formerly worshiped, and the pew whose suggestionthe Presidenthas also and it was reflectedas a closing comfort In the Boon is beyond question, but had aminationof the books of the Sedalia SavdesignatedCapt Lee, of the Ninth In- sad hearts that beat quickly under the stress of he husbanded his strength scrupulouswhich he used for many years were elabings Bank. from which R. E. King, th*
fantry,to act as agent of the Cheyennes loving suspense. A minute more passed and
ly he would most likely have been bookkeeper,embezzled $10,000 on July J
orately draped.
It is proposed to erect
the
General
drew
a
deeper
breath.
There
was
Arapahoes at Darlington.Gen. Sheria monument to the memory of Gen. and
exhalation like that of one relieved of long alive now and for several weeks to come. and absconded, revealed that there had
dan telegraphs Gov. Martin, of Kansas, an
and anxious tension. The members of the It was General Grant's own wishes that been systematicdefalcations during th*
Grant in Lincoln Park, Chicago, at a cost of
that the irritation among these tribes was poop were Impelled each to step nearer tne
caused the journey. All through bis sick- last five years, amounting to about $38,000,
$40,000, of which amount Potter Palmer
the result of bad control,and that there is bed, and each waited to note the next resness,
whenever he made up his mind to do besides the $10,000 returned, making $48,offers to contribute $5,000.
The first
piration, but it did not come then— it
no longer any danger of an outbreak.
profits of Gen. Grant's book will, it is
never came. There was absolute stillnessin the a thing, and particularlywhen he said he 000, or nearly the capital slock of $50,000.
President Cleveland will probably room and a hash of expectancy, so tnat no wanted to do it, it worried and annoyed King was arrested on a warrant sworn out
thought, exceed those of any other book
sonnd broke the silence save the singing of him very much to be thwarted. He reever issued. The publishers estimate that not begin his summer vacation until the
by one of the directors aud placed under
birds In the pines outside the oottage and the
from $150,000 to $200,000 will be paid to middle of August He will then visit the measured throbbing of the engine that all night sented bis own weakness when it inter- bond of $1,500, which was to-day raised t»
waited by the little mountain depot down fered with his wishes at these times, $5,000. Officers ofthe bank have published
Mrs. Grant for the first edition, and that
Adirondacks, and it is his present intention the slope. “It Is all overl" quleily spoke Dr.
and chafed under the restraint.Dr. a card saying that on account of serious los»
she may receivenearly $500,000 altogether.
to remain there through the month of SepRochester (N. Y.) despatch: "The
Dr1*9
h; by haring their funds abstracted it would
tember. He had intended to leave the nacasket for Gen. Grant’s remains was
dead. Then the doctors withdrew, the
equal to it he might undertake be necessary to suspend, but arrangements
tional capital last week, but the death of
closed the eyelids and composed the dead Gen- 1 the nde to the lookout, and on the mornwhipped from this city to Saratoga last
had been made to pay every dollar of th*
head, after which each of the family ing of the day he went the General wrote
Sunday. It is an elaboratacoffin, and Gem Grant has altered his plans. Secre- erals
deposits with interest,and all depositor*
tary Lamar will accompany him on his fish- group pressed to the bedside,one after the
was' built from entirely original ing trip.
other, and touched their lips upon the quiet on his pad that he felt able to go. After could call and get their money at pleasure.
face so lately stilled.
that the matter was as good as settledwith The matter had been kept quiet by th*
designs at
expense of over
$1,000. At the solicitationof the public
The Associated Press reporter at Mount him, and he went From the moment he bank, which had denied the reports that
POI4TICAI*
returned, bent over and utterlyexh austed, had gotten out, and the announcement crethe manufacturerspermitted it to be seen
MacGregor telegraphs an interestingchat
at their warerooms by such as desired. It
The President has appointed the follow- he had with Dr. Douglas the day after Gen. to the cottage,he commenced to go stead- ated quite a sensation. Nearly all conily down hill, with the horribly oppressive cerned censure the bank officers for reis estimated that 20,000 people visited the
ng PresidentialPostmasters:
Grant’s death. “lam going to tell you of weather to help drag him downward.
spot where it was exhibited,and there were
taining Ring when his bad habits wer*
Chxrierf H. Cavanagh, it Waterford,N. Y.; an experience I had with Gen. Grant on
many who shed tears at the sight of the
well known.
The
ravages
of
the
cholera
in
Spain
are
phmrles J. Walden, aTFayette, Mo. ; William
receptacle for the dead hero’s rfe- B. Gmeaple, at Traer, Iowa; 8. N. McCloud, at the afternoon of Thursday, July 16. Durappalling.It has now invaded every seaBuried Like a Pauper.
mains."
Dr. Douglas has in his pos- Marysville, Ohio: W. H. Norton, at Elkhart, ing the afternoonof that day the General
The funeral of Edward Gillan.who shot
session the following remarkable document, Ind.; Albert N. rilnn, at Nashua. N. H.; 8. N. wrote this," and Dr. Douglas drew from COftst Province the kingdom from Borcewhich was written by Gen. Grant in the Horneck, at Detroit City, Minn. ; vioeC. W. Dix, his pocket several slips written by the Gen- Iona to Cadiz, and from the latter port is his wife and killed himself at Cleveland^
suspended; David W. Gwynn, at Tallahassee.
eral, and read what the sick man had writdoctor'spresence, ou Thursday.July 2:
Fla., vice William G. Stewart, suspended: John
spreading into Portnga1, while from the Ohio, was a strange one. A telegramfrom
I ask you not to show this to any one, unless
that city says: “The man was a Roman
P. Nonrell, at Danville, III, vice William B. ten, which was as follows:
former
it threatens to cross the Pyrenees
the physicians yon consult with, until the end.
I feel sorry at the prospect of living through
Jewell, suspended; James W. Liner, at EvansCatholic,but some years ago he was exinto France. It has also invaded the interior
Particularly,I want it kept from my family. If
the summer and fall in the condition I am in.
communicated,and no priest would consent
known to one man the papers will get It, and
far
to
the
north
and
west
of
Madrid,
until
at
I
do
not
think
I
can,
bat
I
may.
Except
that
I
gsst
they [the family] will get It. It would only dis- nan, suspended; John F. Smith, at Freeport, do not gather strength, I feel quite as well from
tress them aliiiOat beyond endurance to know it, HL, vice S. D. Atkins, suspended; W. V. Van day to day as 1 have done here otore. But I am
and, by reflex, would dUtress me. I have not Antwerp, at Jackson, Mich., vice W. L. Beaton, losing strenath. I feel it more in the inability
changed my mind materially since I wrote you suspended; Homer Luce, at Hlgginsvllle, Mo , to move around than in any other way, or rather attestedby the figures.- Up to the 20th of ister to officiate,and consequentlyno servbefore in the same strain; now, however,I know loe J. W. Endley, snapended; Henry L. keltus, In the lack of desire to try to move.
June there had been .1,273 deaths; to the ice was performedand no hymn was sang.
at Bloomington,Ind., vice J. G. McPheters,susWhen he had read that, Dr. Douglas 27th. 4,200; to the 4th of July, 9.0J0; to The remains lay in a rich casket with silver
pended: Jonn Taliaferro,at Winchester,Kjr.,
ornaments. A large number called to see
I think the chances are very decidedly in vice A. H. Simpson, suspended; BenJ. Long, at said that he turned to the General and tried the 12th, 13,000; to the 18th, 18,000; to the
of the
appar- 25th, 25,000. The average number of new the corpse. The funeral was attended only
favor of your being able to keen me Greenville, Ala., vice J. H. Perdue,suspended: ! to cheer him by telling him y*
me upparalive* unill the change of weather toward Bichard J. Wlckersham, at Lebanon, Missouri, 1 en* *®proved condition of his throat and
cases daily is now over 2,500, and of deaths by a few old people, who sat by the coffin
winter. Of oonrae the e are oontlng.ncles
nearly 1,000. Such destructionargues that smoking pipes. There was considerable
that might arise at »ny time that might carry SSd.
!
*bich in reply 1116 Gc"eml
trouble securingpall-bearers, but finally
me off very suddenly.The most probable of Carlin, suspended;
____ __
___ __ _J. _
cndrlclL nfe
Andrew
Hendrick,
at Xj%
*v.„ ..... ...... Spain presents all the essential conditions six men consented to act The body wa*
After all that, however, the diseaseis still which promote the diffusionof cholera, and
these is chpklng. Under the clrcamstanceslife Ball®. HI., vice D. O. 8cohey, suspended; Wm.
Is not worth the living. I am very thankful [for G. Morris, at Frankfort,Ind., vice Wm. Hart, there, and must be fatal m the end. My life is
that it will go on increasingtill the supply of then taken to the Catholic cemetery, out asthankful glad was writ ton, but scratched out suspended; Hermann Freygand, at Angola, precious, of course, to my family, and would
Gillan had been excommunicated it was reand thankfulsubstituted,] to have been spared Ind., vice F. MoCartner, suspended; Robert M. be to me if I could recover entirely.There those liable to be attacked gives out or it is fused burial there, and thus the remains of
arrested by the cold of winter. . .Advices
this long, becaose It has enabledme to practi- Roberson,at Tipton, Ind., vice 8. Lowley, sus- never was one more wtllingto go than L I
cally complete the work in which I took so pended; John Neff, at Winchester,Ind., vice 0. know most people have first one and then from London and 8L Petersburg state that the man who leg $50, (KK) worth of property
much Interest I can not stir up strength E. Ferris, suspended; George R. Reynolds, at another little thing to fix np, and never ger.
x
little progress is being made in the negoenough to review it and make additions and Plymouth, Ind, vice W. H. Kendall, suspended; qnite through. This was partially mv case. I
subtractions that would sagged themselves to EllphaietB. Crawford, at bioux City, Iowa, first wanted so many days to work on my book, tiations between England and Russia
A Plucky Woman.
me and are not likely to suggest themselvesto vice E. R. Kirk, snapended: bumner B. Chase, so the authorshipwould be clearly mine. It was touching the Afghan boundary dispute,
A Lafayette (Ind.) dispatchsays that “a.
any one else. Under the above circumstancesI at Osage, lows, vice F. E. Allerton, su? pended; graciously grantedto me. after being apparent- neither Government being disposed to
rough-looking man entered the kitchem
will be the happiest—the most pain I can avoid, William A. Burke, at BtaunWn,Va., rice b. ly much lower than since. Aly work has been
If there
re Is
la to be any exiraordlnury
extraordlnur cure, such M. Yost, snapended ; James M. Keys, at Kick- done so hastily that much was left out, and I yield its claim.... Steps will be taken by door of one of our prominent houses and
as some people believe there is to be, it land Center, Wia., vice D. G. James, sus- did It all over, from the crossingof the James the British Governmentto relievethe gar- inquired for the lady of the house. Being;
will develop Itself. I would say, therefore, to pended; Joseph K. Bogart> at Wilkes barre, River, in 1804. to Appomattox, In 1863. Since rison of Kassala.
informed by the hired girl that nhe was not
you and your colleaguesto make me as com- Pa., vice, A. b. Orr, suspended; Allies J. Flaten, that I have added as much as fifty pages to the
fortable as you can. If It is within God’s prov- at btreator,HL, rice t. M. Ryan, suspended^ book, I should think. There is nothing more to
at home he became very loquacious, and!
Idenoe that I should go now, I am ready to CkariM E. Gallagher, at balamanca, N. Y.,vloe do, and therefore I am not likely to be more
THE MARKETS.
wound np by making love to the girl Preobey His call without a murmur. I should pre- B. B. Webber, suspended; John L. Handley, at ready to go than at this moment.
tending not to be opposed to his advances,
fer to go now to enduring my present snffering Fairfield, Iff, rice F. W. Boott, suspended; &
NEW YORK.
Gen. J. B. Weaver, who, it will be rehe watched her opportunity and when h*
for a single
dav without hope
hone of recovery.
recoverv. As
An BarclayRadebaugh. at Ur bans, Iff, vice t. AL
igle day
Beeves ...........................
$s.oo & <5.50
I have stated, I am thankful for the providenapproached her she seized a large dipper
Wright, suspended; CUnton Rosette, at Da membered, was one of the representatives Hogs... ..........................4.50 $ 5,00
tial extension of my time to enable me to con- Kalb. Ill, rice A 8. Jackson, suspended;
Wheat-No. 1 White .............98 ©loo
and from a wash-boiler on the stove hurled
tinue mv work. I im further thankful, and George P. Sanford, at Lansing, Mich., vice b. D. of the Oklahoma colonistswhen a journey
^ .53 2 a quantityof boiling snds into his face,
In a much greater degree thankful,beciuse it
was made to Washington to place before Corn-No. .......................
Bingham, suspended.
scalding his eyes in a terrible manner. At
has enabled me to see for myself the happy
Oats— White .....................
,ai .44
Tne following
owing appointmentsare alro
aUo an*
an. the administration Ihe justness of the sethatmony which so suddenly sprang up between nounced from Washington:
Ponx-NewMess .................n.60 @13.00
he
groped his way ont of the honse h*
tlers’ claims, says the cattle-leases
will be
those engaged but a few short years ago in
Lard ...............................
.07
was heard to exclaim: “Oh, shed,” but ia
flkadly conflict. It has been an Inestimable Charles Spalding, of Kansas, to be Receiver of revoked, and that Oklahoma will be opened
CHICAGO.
Public Moneys at Topeka, Kan. ; Samuel Thanthe language of the old version. As he reblessing to me to hear the kind expresBEEVES-Choiceto Prime Steers. 6.75 ©0.95
hauaer, of Kansaa. to be Receiver of l ubllc finally to settlement.
sions toward me in person from all parts of our
treated the girl followed np her advantag*
Good Shipping ......... 6.25 & 5.75
Money*
at
Garden
City,
Kan. ; Edward J.
conntry from people of ail nationalities;or all
Common. ............... 4.25 @4.75'. by administeringanother hot bath about
Dawne, of Oregon,to be United States Judge
Hogs..... ......
4.33 crt(4.75
religions and of no religion; of Confederates
for the Districtof Alaska;M. D. Buff of Alaaka,
the head and neck until he was well off th*
and of nationaltroops alike, of soldier organFLOUB-Fancy Red Winter Ex.. 6.00 @6.25
to be United States Attorneyfor thebistrlctof
premises. If the follow retains his eyeizations;of mechanical, scientific,religious,
Lord
Lonsdale
and
Sir
Georg;
ChetPrime
to Choice Spring. 4.00 @ 4.25
Alaska; Barton Atkins, of New York, to be
and other societies,embracing almost every citWheat— No. 2 Spring .............87 @ .88
sight he will doubtless give that kitchen aUnited
States Marshalfor the Districtof Alaska; wynd, rival aspirants for favor in the eyes
izen in the land. They have brought Joy to rov
COBV-NO. ...................... 40 @ .47
wide berth in the future. "
heart If they have not effected a cure. 8o to Arthur H. Keller, of Alabama, to be United of Lily Langtry, had a fistic encounterin Oats-No. ...................... 32 @ .33
you and your colleaguesI acknowledge my in- States Marshal for the District of Alabama;
Rye—
No. ........................ 68 @ .59
A Tooth-Pick Explosion.
Wm. H. Black, of Iowa, to be agent of the In- Rotten Row, London, which lasted ten min* BABLEY-No. .................... 45 @ .48
debtednessfor having brought me through the
diana of the Sao and Fox agency in Iowa; 8. H.
ytiley of the shadow of death to enable me to
Butteb—
Choice Creamery ....... i« @ .18
A
most
singular oconrrence, that, by a.
utes,
and
was
witnessed
by
a
large
ciov/d
Henry, to be National Bank Examiner for the
* Fine Dairy ............. 13 @ .15
miracle, did not prove a fatal one, hapState of Texis and the Territories of New of interestedspectators .... The ravages of
Y.,July^l^°HANTMexico and Arizona; Alexander Davezac, of cholera in Spin continue to be appalling. Cheese-I- nil Cream, new. ....... 08!4@ .09
pened at a grocery in Richmond. Ind., say*
Light Skimmed ......... 03 @ .04
Kentucky, to be Consul of the United States at The epidemic is increasingin theprovirces
Egos— Fresh ...................... 11 @ .114 a dispatch from that city. Billy StumpNantes. To be United States Attorneys: John
New, per brl ......... 1.00 @ 1.25
had sharpened the clean end of a match
D. Burnett, for the Southern Districtof Ala- of Madrid, Saragossa, Segovia, and Murcia, Potatoes—
for a tooth- pick when a customer called
bama; Charles B. ‘Hanrey, for th; Northern and bus extended to Heresca and Caceres..,. Poek— Mess...; ...... ........... 10.00 @10.25
6.50 @0.75
Milton A. Smith, who killed his wife District of Mississippi; George E. Bird, lor the Earl Spencer has been complimented in LABD ..............
for a can of gasoline, and while filling it,
TOLEDO.
District
of
Maine;
and
Gilbert
H.
Barger,
of
to whom he had been married twenty-one
with the match held firmly between big
the Hou«e of Lords by the Marquis of Wheat-No.2 Red .............. .93 @ .95
Ohio, to be Pension Agent at Columbus, Ohio.
Cobn-No. 2 ..................... .48 @ .50
teeth, he raised his head and it was ignited
years, and had borne him (hirteenchil- To be United States Marshals: William AL Salisbury on the manner in which lie fulOats-No. ............... .32 @ .33
in coming in contact with the counter,
Desmond, of the Northern District of Iowa; filled his dnties ns Lord Lieutenant of IreMILWAUKEE.
dren, was hanged at Osceola, Neb., in the
Reuben B. Pleasants, for the Eutern District land., It is said that the Russian Govern- .Wheat-No.
Simultaneonsl^a flame shot from the can
_
.....2 .................... .87 @ .88
presence of 5,000 pr ople, who broke down of Louisiana; Richard B. Reagan, lor tue
and he was ablaze, but harrying to th*
ment contemplates levying a po;l tax upon j Cobn— No. .......... ...... "
.47 @ .48
the fence surrounding the
tho gallows,
imiinwo and
nn,i Eastern District of Texas; Charles M. Newlln,
.32 @ .33
street some parties, after failing to quench
the District of Delaware. To l>e Internal every foreioner who rAtnainn »«<«•* ri.nV,« I jjy*8-^0' ...................
thus obtained an unobstructed view for
@ .59 the blaze by pumping water on mm, rolled
Revenue Collectors:Daniel J. Welch, for fortnight in the empire. . .Emperor Will Barley— No. 2 .................... .18
59 @ .oo
of the hanging. Friday, July 25, the District of Montana; Jno. C. Henhim in the dust until they accomplishedit
was “I ioneer Day" in Monnon- derson, for the Eleventh District of iam has appointed Prince HohenJobe, the Po?K-Me” ...... st: Lommo-“
German
Embassador
to France, Governor
dom, and for the first time in many years Indiana: Wm. B. Anderson, for the Thirteenth
A ProclamntlonAgainst rattle.
Wheat— No. 2,Red ................ 99 @ loo
of Alsace-Lorraine.
there was no celebrationof the anniversary district of Illinois; Thomas Cooper, for tbs
Corn— Mixed .....................
43 @ .44
Gov. Martin of Kansas, a Topeka teleEighth Districtof Illinois.To be Special
At London a deputation waited upon Oats— Mixed ...................... 31 @ .33 gram says, has issued a proc'amation against
at Salt Lake City. Precautionshad been Agents for th** General Land Office: James A
Rye.... .......................
.52 @ .53
town by the Federal authorities against Monday, ot Kentucky: Clay Tsylor, of Mis- Col. Frederick Stanley, Secretary for the HAY-Timotby
the
ie importation of infectiouscattle into th*
...................11.00 ©16.00
trouble, but there were no demonstrations souri: Col. Henry E. 1'eyton, of Virginia; J. N. Colonies, to urge the fulfillment by the Pork— Mess ...........
10.25 @10.75
State. The Governor directs all Sheriff*
Bmlthce,
of Arkansas; Thomas J. Hickman,of
of any kind, and profoand quiet prevailed
CINCINNATI
and deputies to promptly take charge of
Louisiana;and Emmet Sdbela. of Alabama.
Government of the proposedtrade conven- Wheat-No. 2 Red, New. ......... 90 @ .98
throughout the day ...The Rev. W. H.
Cohn—
No.
.....
*.47
43
and restrain any cattle sought to be driven
tion between the British West Indies and
Hickman, a Methodist preacher, created a
Oats— Mixed ...................... 33 9 .34
across any county in violation of law and
the
United
States.
Lord
Dnnraven,
on
sensation at the Bottle Ground camp-meetRye-No. 2 Fall ................... oo @ .62
report the same to the Live Stock Sanitary
behalf of the -Secretary,gave assurances Porx— Mesa .......
10.50 @11.00
ing, near Lafayette, ind., by advocating
Commission. The Governor also directs
The news of the death of Gen. Grant that the colonists’claims should receive
DETROIT.
marnages between blacks and whites.
the Sanitary Commission to adopt effective
full
attention....
Five
blocks
of
buildThe long- deferred plan of the Chicago, was receivedwith profoand sorrow, bells ings in the Batignolles quarter of Wheat-No. 1 White............ .95 8 .97
regulations for the enforcementof the acC
being tolled, flags hung at half-mast, and
Corn-No. 2 ....................... 48 @ .49
Bnrlington & Quincy Railroad to bnild a
Paris were consumed by fire, involving Oats-No. 2 White ....... . ....... 34 @ .38
Three Men Killed by an Explosion.
emblems of mourning displayed from pnb- a loss of severalmillion francs. One fire- PoBK-New Mess ................11.00 @11.50
Mew line to St Paul on the east side of the
lio and private buildings. President CleveA
frightful explosion occurredon the
INDIAN
APOLIff
®
man was injured,and several who are missMississippi Elver is reported as soon to btf land issued a proclamationtestifyingto
imauvK
South j>4
Pennsylvania
Railroad, near Fort
lit
ing
are
believed
to
have
been
kiUed
...............
executed. The new road will be caUed the the magnitude of the national loss, and or-,
Littleton,
Fulton
County,
Pa.,
’a., instant!
instax
the flames. Property valued at
Chicago.Bnrlingtou k North era.... At a dering the payment of appropriate honors
rubles in the Bnssian town of Kiln,
J1
recent mass-meetingin the Cherokee to the memory of the deceased by the sev6.60
fatally injuring JohnMartto/th*
near Moscow,
by an incen- Cattle— Best .............
lobcow, was destroyedDy
Nation, which wae attended by man
9 5.00
eral departmentsof the Government.The diary fire,.,. Earl
re.
. .Earl Spencer was banqueted
Common
......
.......
4.00
were adopted pro Georgia legislature passed resolutions of
in Lond
Hogs,,,,,,,,,...............
_____ 4.6O
••••••••
the sale of a single foot of regret and at once adjournedforth® day,
••• •••••
common
»•••• •••»•••• 4.25

THE SOUTH.

summoned to bis bedside. Haste was made,
and Mrs. Grant, Mr. Jesse and wife, U. a
Jr., and wife, CoL Fred Gnat and
The Oakland Tannery was burned at
wife, and Mrs. Sartorla were quickly beside
Louisville, Ky., involving a loss of about the doctors at the sick man’s cot.
$40,000, half covered by insurance.
1 he members of the group bad been snmmonea
not a moment sooner than was prudent The
The management of the PacificRailroad doctors noted, on enteringthe room and rrohave ordered the immediate construction ceedlngto the bedside, that alreadv a purplish
tinge, which is one of nature's signs or final
of a south connection on their main line at dissolution, had settledbeneath tne fingerSan Antonio, Texas, with the San Antonio nails. The hand that Dr. Douglas lifted
was fast growing cooler than it had been
and Aranzas Pass Railroad. .. .A malady throngh the night The pulse had flutknown as “charbon" has carried off hun- tered beyond the point where the phydreds of horses,mules, aud cattle iu Louisi- sician could distinguishIt from the
beats in bis own finger-tips. The
ana. The disease is said to have attacked pnlserespiration was very rapid, and was a sucseveralpersons, in one instance with fatal cession of shallow, panting inhalations; but. as
results. The carcasses of the animals will the end approached,the rattling fullness of the
be burned in order to check the spread -of throat and lungs diminished,and the respirations became less labored and almost noiseless.
the infection — John Fangman, wife, and
This fact was In Its results a comfort to the
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POPULAR 8CIESCE.

FIGHTING IN EARNEST.

Suddenly there came the sound of a rattlfng,
laboring cough from within. It was the General clearing the affected parts of his throat of
mQpu5- .Mrs. Grant left the piazza qnlckly and
seated herself by the General's side, slowly

MICHIGAN BOARD OF HEALTH.

The Medical Journal tales that a
Bloody Engagement Between Govern- few handfuls of common salt thrown
daily into closets, and an occasional
ment Foroee and Bevolntioniits
handful into wash basins, goes far toin Colombia.
ward counteractingthe noxious effeota

Life's Fitful Fever,

Abstract of • Paper on Polsonons Cheeso
Read by Professor V. O. Tanghan, M. D„
Ph. D.

At the last meeting of the Michigan State
Grant entered the room while the nurse was
Board of Health, Dr. Vaughan presented a
General, and took a place at
of
the
omnipresent
sewer
gas.
the side and behind his father. The nurse
report of his investigationson poisonous
fetched a lamp and held it at the
Admiral Jonett has sent to the Navy
^NE
of the most remarkable facia cheese. It is well known that cases of seajok mans shoulder, and at the moment
out bj the oceanic researches vere illness follow the eating of some
the General turned his face toward tbe light partment at Washington from Sav&nilla
Surrounded by His Family, the and
npw-ardto bid the nurse bring his pad and
report of the condition of affairs in the
b7
^.British »J“P Challenger is cheese. Such instancesare of frequent
pencil. His wish was not at the Instant underGrim Old Soldier Passed
occurrence in the North German countries
stood, and, turning a trifle further, the Gen- United States of Columbia. Ho mokes
111
and in the United States. In England
eral repeated his wish. The scene at tbe moPeacefully Away.
they are less frequently observed; while in
no® kdi«Hon.
ment was a Picture In shadows. As tbe flicker- mention of a recent battle between the
^ ^dications were France, where much cheese is made and
ing rays fell across the face of the General, it Government forces and the revolutionists
became a grim Rembrandt, with strong, rugged in which 1,000 men were said to have been
d of 8ubmer«ed lftnd over the>e eaten, these cases are said to ocour very
lines broken down by suffering and pain.
Life Prolonged Many Hours
rarely. A few years ago, the reputation of
On his bead was the sknll-oap that at all killed. The Admiral says: “The Govern- i areas*
a paper by Dr. Varick, read be- a large cheese factory in Nortnern Ohio
times lends a startling effectto the sick man's ment troops, numbering about 4,000,
Hypodermic Injections
appearance,and from beneath it stragg ed the ndvauced from Cartagena to Calomar, on 1 fore a New York medical association, was destroyed by the great number of
of Brandy.
l»ir that clung in sweat-moistened locks about
the emaciated neck. A crimson scirf had the bauks of the Magdalena River, where the use of simple hot water as a dress- cases of alarming illness arising from eatbeen thrown over the back of the General's iwtVtGT mfi«n8.K mtr®ucbei1' £*1°“" j8 j ing for wounds is stronglyrecommend- ing its cheese. Dairymen know this cheese
as “sick" cheese. A decidedchange for the worse took place In chair, but as he leaned forwxrd it drew across
the condition of Gen. Grant on the afternoonof his shoulders, one end being gathered under
KINDS OF CHEESE THAT ARE POISONOUS.
his
arm.
A
dark
dressing-gown
covered
the
Tuesday, July 21, and It dawned upon the
has now an efficient steamer cnlled the
5 Ca8e^of .acat® 0argeJ7’ 8?C5
A German author says: "The nnmerons
physician and family that the Illustrious and nat ent's attenuated form, and a handkerchief
Caucar, which is armed as a vessel of war 88 ^a,lr1oad Accidents,etc., he has had kinds of soft cheese, prepared in small
long-sufferinRpatient was surely sinking. encircled bis neck. The gray of the close out
beard seemed white, and the lines on cheek and and is ready to patrol the coast or to per- no death from septicaemiaor primary families,or on small farms, are generally
forehead were deep indeed, and when the face form any naval service which may bo re- or 8econdary shock,
the cause of the symptoms; while it is
was turned upward to speak the eyes seemed
j
new alimentarysubstance, the quite exceptional to hear of symptoms ailsDim up. ^ -ihe weaknesscontinued throughout grayer, too, and abnormally large. They were quired of
Wednesday, the sufferers nourishment consist- clear and steady, showing that the General's 2
nu“be!; ??ly I 8eed8 of the Bolivian cotton tree, has ing from tho use of cheese prepared in
ing wholy of two glasses of milk. The hypo- reason was clearly at his command, but there
BeT0!“ti°nl,t8
h®ld ” attracted tho attention of tho Academic large quantities.” Some two years ago a
S48
a
JJktful
and
yearning
expression
in
dermic injections of brandy were repeated at
number of large river steamers and are
them. The General's face, as he spoke, ap'intervals.
des Sciences. It is rich in nitrogen- family in Alpena, Hioh., was poisoned by
Once during the morning the General at- peared strained and dawn, bnt ltd color and therefore able to move abont freely on the ized substances, and contains twenty- eatin« of cottage cheese; but the cheese,
tempted to write, but succeededonly in writing fullness were not such as would be expected Magdalena River, while the Government
which poisoned so many in this State last
after such suffering and care. The lips moved forces, having bnt two small steamers, are three per cent of flbriue and six of
'the date, the effort being greater than waryear was made at one Of the largest factoranted by the littleremaining strength. He heavily and the whisper was husky and low, bnt obliged to move by land, and are therefore casein. M. Saco thought that flour
ries in the State, and by a thoroughly ex‘•poke at Intervals,bnt his voice was very feeble. the nui so understood and the pad and pencil
mnch impeded.
from the seed would be very suitable perienced cheese-maker. The old ronlAt 2:18 the members of,the family and Dr. New- were brought. Then, while the red light of the
“June 10 Gen. Cnmnrgo, a very promi- for pastry and sweets. It is likely to smelliug cheese, such as Limburger and
tn&n were grouped in the darkened room near lamp fell on his downcastface, he wrote, bdt
Gen. Grant. Observing their evidence of feel- only briefly. The slip was handed to Dr. Doug- nent Colombian politicianand leader, ar- bo used in sugar making as a substi- Schweitzer, have never been known to be
ing the General said:* “I do not want anybody las, who at onco turned it over to Col. Grant, rived at this port in an English steamer,
poisonous.
tute for carbonic acid.
who had arisen and stood beside his mother at
to be distressed on my account." At 5 p. m. tho
EFFECTS OF THE CHEESE.
pulse was
At 6:00 p.m. the bulletin was the General’s side It was a private family com- and, npon landing, immediatelyassumed
The question as to the habitability of
font out that the General was sinking. At 7:40 munication,and when finished tho sick man re- command of the revolutionaryarmy. The
The
symptoms produced by “sick"
U. 8. Grant, Jr., and Drs. Shrady and Bands sumed his half-reclining position, with his head Arrival of Gen. C.imargo, who is a violent the planets baa been discussed with cheeso, as reported by German and Amerislightly
inclined
forward
and
his
elbows
on
the
reached Mount MacGregor by special train,and
Liberal, effectually defeated the efforts to much ability by Professor McFarland. can physicians, agree quite closely, and are
Dr. Douglas said that Gen. Grant could live bnt sides of the chair, while the fingers of either
secure peace by treaty, although there is His conclusionsare that the four large as follows: Dryness of the mouth and
hand
were
interlocked,
each
with
the
other,
be•a few hours. Dr. Newman also said that the
no doubt bnt that these effortswould have outer planets have not sufficiently throat, with a sense of constriction,nausea,
Generalhad almost reached the end. Telegrams neath his chin.
«ame from all parts of the country inquiring The family were all gathered at the side of the been successfnl if he had remained away cooled down to allow life on their sur- vomiting,diarrhea, headache, sometimesabout the dying chieftain's condition. At 9:03 sick man, and again Dr. Newman, at about the
a while longer. Gen. Camargo attacked a face such as is seen on the earth; that double vision, and marked nervous prosp. m. he was unconscious,and fruitlessefforts same hour as last night, and at Mrs. Grant's rewere raade to arouse him. It was then believed quest. knelt beside the General and prayed. force of about l,o( 0 men with his whole Mars gives all telescopic and spectro- tration. In rare instances the sufferer dies
that the beginning of the end was at hand. At Heads were bowed and silent tears were on the army, and, although he claims to have won
from collapse. As a rule, recovery occurs
10 o dock his respiration was 45. His arms cheeks of men as well as women. After an the battle, admits ho suffered a severe loss, scopic probabilities of conditions comin a few hours, or atf most after a few days.
hour
death
seemed
a
little
less
rapidly
gaining
were cold up to hia elbows. The Generalcould
patible with life as we see it; that the
pnly speak in a faint, husky whisper. on the man it has pursued Just nine months to- which includes seven of his best Generals. earth, certainly tor millions of years, The symptoms of cheese-poisoningand
The Generalwas fully aware of his condition. day, for it is Just nine months ago to-aay that It is reported each side lost about 51)0 men.
those of sausage, canned meats, and fish
At times he lay with his eyes closed, and while Gen. Grant walked Into Dr. Douglas’ office to
"The revolutionistsclearly intend to con- has been covered with multifarious poisoningare very similar, though death
everybody around him tnonght be was sleeping seek bis professional aid for the cancer that h -s fine their operations to the Magdalena life; that in respect to Venus and Merresults more frequentlyfrom the others
he was fully aware of all that was taking place done what foes and war could not. Then the
about him. His faithful servants were with doctorsand’ clergyman strolled out upon the River and the interior. This, together with cury no certain evidence or knowledge mentioned than from cheese-poisoning.
him nearly aUthetima At midnight bottles ;>lazza and sat near the parlor window, and the fact that tho Governmenthas now a presents itself; and that the satellites
AI* PEA RANGE OF THE CHEESE.
of hot water were placed at Gen. Grant's feet Jesse Grant Joined them at times, bnt the other steamer vessel of war on the coast, insures
The
samples of cheese examined had no
are manifestly not fitted for such life as
members
of
the
family
remained
in
the
sickto Induce warmth, and mustard draughts were
the Isthmus and vesselson the high seas the earth exhibits— the moon, in par- peculiaritiesof appearance, odor, or taste,
applied npon the stomach and breast to pre- room and watched and waited, while the Genserve the flaggingcirculation. Atone o'clock eral answered“yes" and "no" to sevend ques- against any chance of disturbance by the ticular, having no water and no atmosby which it could be distinguishedfropa
_
on the morning or Thursday, the 23d, the Genrevolutionists.
good cheese. It is true that if two pieces
phere.
eral remainedin the same quiet condition.
"All reports from the Isthmus of Panaof cheese— one poisonous and the other
HIS SICKNESS.
Hypodermicsof brandy were being used. At
Experiments have lately been male wholesome— were offered to a dog or a cat,
ma indicate that politicalmatters remain
two o dock in the morning the family were
astir, and the whole house was lighted An Account of tho Dead General's Illness— settled, and. that peace and good order pre- witti a diamond of 92 carats, which is the animal would select the good cheese;
M> . with the exception of the reHis Fortitude.
vail there. There is, however, an alarming one of the finest known outside of royal but this was probably due to an acuteness
cepnon-roora. Here the
Gensral
lay
The decline of Gen. Grant's health may really epidemicof yellow fever prevailing at As- or national collections.It is wonder- of the sense of smell poBsessedby the
be said to date from his severe fall npon the pmwall and all over the Isthmus. "
fully pure water, and is admirably out animal and not belonging,to man. Indeed,
sidewalkover a year ago, when he received the
Admiral Jouett says the crews of all the with sixty-four perfectly geometrical if a person tasted a cheese, knowing that
injury to his hip. Last September,while the
•ladieswere In an adjoining room. His condition
Generalwas at Long Branch with his family, vessels of the squadronthat have remained
remained com arativdyunchanged.
faces. Its value its estimated at $00,- it was poisonous, he might detect a sharphe spoke for the first time of a swellingand are mnch debilitatedby their long stay in
ness of taste which would not ordinarily
At -8 o'clock Gen. Grant was in a somnolent
soreness of the tongue. He refused to see & the tropics and tbe unavoidable confine- 000. When exposed during an hour to
be noticed.
condition. The respirations had grown shallow
and the Generalwas no longer able to expector- physician about it, and preferred to treat it as ment on board ship and deprivation of the rays of the sun it preserved for
RECOGNIZINGPOISONOUS CHEESE.
a Joke. Later on, however, the trouble inate because of the weakness, which was inmore than twenty minutes, in a dark
creased so that it interferedwith his speech recreation.
There is no certainmeans, aside from s
creasing. At 8:35 a. m. Dr. Bhrady was walking
and the taking of food. At the earnestsochamber, a light sufficientto show the chemical examination, by which a poisonIn front of the cottage for the purpose of oblicitationof his family and friends he containing some fresh ate Col want appeared
white paper that reflected its rays. The ous cheese can be diNtiuguisbed from a
HIS OWN EXECUTIONER.
sulted the physicians. The latter decided that
suddenly and beckoned to him, when the Docsame
phenomenon was exhibited, but wholesome one. Tho most reliable ready
he was suffering from a cancerous affliction of
tor ascended the plana and enteredthe sickmouth, that this, together with the trouble John Gaunt, a Jersey, Wife-Murderer, with somewhat less intensity,after method is probably that proposed by Dr.
room.
moment later tbe whole house- tho
of the.tongue, was aggravated by the patient's
hold were grouped about the General Day was
Relieves the Hungiuan Of a Trap-Spring- having submitted the diamond to a Vaughan a year ago. and it is as follows:
smoking. Gen. Grant, therefore, redawning over the eastern hills.and it was feared excessive
ing Job.
duced his quota of cigars one- half. The real
powerful electriclight A very ap- Press a small strip of blue litmus paper
that the rising of the sun would mark tbe close
condition of the General's health was not made
[New York special.]
of the long struggle. At 4 a. m. the respirations
parent phosphorescence was also pro- (which can be obtained at any drug stored
were 50, the pulse so rapid as not to be counted, public, however, until Jan. ll, when his throat
John
Gaunt,
who
stabbad
his
wife to duced by rubbing the diamond a few againsta freshly out surface of the cheese,
trouble had Increased to an alarming point and
and hypodermics,which had been quite freely
if the paper is reddened instantlyand intook on a rnore violent lom Frarn ibis time (leatli ou Saturday morning, committed moments with flannel
administeredthrough the night, had no longer
tensely,the cheese may be regarded with
on
hia condition varied, at times allowing
to-day
in
the
Jersey
Citv
Jail,
marked effect.At 4:30 a. m. Dr. Douglas
ritle out, and at others confininghim to When
When committed
commiiti * to the jail he seemed to
suspicion, When treated in this way any
eaid: Gen. Grant is Just alive, and is liable to to
his bed and causing great alarm in the
Two Centuries Hence.
green cheese will redden the litmus paper,
pass away at any moment,* At 4:50 o’clock the
bo
n s unconcernedns any
of
the
ordinary
family. He was attended by Dr. Fordyce
breathingwas quickened and reached 50 to tho
Max Muller estimates that two cen- but ordinarilythe reddening will be proBarker and other of the moat eminent physi- prisoners,and he had the free use of the
mlnutei
cians and surgeons. During the latteri art of corridors.On Sunday he ate his meals turies hence the English language will duced slowly and will be slight. If the
At 6 o'clock Dr. Douglas remarked that the
January,however, the. rumor gained credence with apparent relish. He did not seem to
Generals brain, heart, and lungs were alive,
be spoken by about 1,837,009,000peo- piece of cheese be dry, a small bit should
the reports or the medical Journals upon
and that was about all be could say. At 5 :25 that
be rubbed up with an equal volume of
his case bad been decidedly rose-colored to allay apprec ate the enormity of his crime, and, ple, against about 790,000,000 of folks
the respirations had increased to sixty, and the
water, and the paper should then be dipped
the fears of the public. It ivai made known, as he appeared to be in a good frame of
who will use the German, bpanish, in the water. Dr. Vaughan does not regard
death-rattle, occasioned by the filing of tho
also, that his physical conditionwas completely mind, the jail officials gave him no special
lungs and throat with mucus, was plainly
French, and Italian. Hdjates the use the above test as free "from error, but as
and that the affection ot the tongue
attention.In tho evening,after having
BMN by thb loving and devoted ones at his bed- shattered,
had developed Into a malignant and fatal disof
German then at little more than the most reliableready means now known.
side. He then reoogntzed his friend* by opening
ease. From this time on he was only able to rend a newspaper,Gaunt closed the door
Ws eyes. At a few minutes before 8 o'clock Gen:
take liquid nourishment,with a few exceptional of his cell, and at B o’clock,when the one-twelfththat of the English. The Every groceryman should apply this test to
Grant breathed his last. The end was peaceful
days, and he was unable to sleep save night watchman locked him up, he total of all the languages named will each fresh cheese which he cuts. The
and withoutevidentpain. He was surrounded
In nap.*. Besides the ulcerationof
by all the members of his family, and all were
his cot. At 2 be nearly equal to the world’s popula- depth of the reddeningof the paper may
the throat the tongue was painfully threw himself
prepared for tho final moment when It arrived,
swollen
and
inflamed, and the patient o’clock, in making his rounds, the watch- tion at that time. > If his forecast be compared with that produced by cheese
for over an hour before the Genet al's death he sufferedso from neuralgiain the head that
man looked into Gaunt’s cell. The prisoner should become history it would involve which is known to be wholesome.
had dt awn his breath only with the utmost difmost of his teetfi h»<i to be extracted. During was stretched on his cot and appeared to
EFFECTS ON THE LOWER ANIMALS.
ficnity,the respirations coming in long, gurgthe practical extinction of all the
all this time tho General had been patient and
ling gasps, the throat being clogged with
Dogs and cats, at least, are not affected
be sleeping. When the cell was oneued thousands of other languages that are
mucus. At tho last moment the Generalwas,
by eating poisonous cheese. This is probon hlsrallltarvautobiography,
scarcely stopping ^ls morning Guant’s body was found 8118It seemed, conscious, and lor a brief space it
now spoken, except that of the few ably due to the fact that they do not get
revise his “ c-my,” lor fear he would not live ponded from tho ceiling aud life was
was
exseemed that the group of watcherscould not to
to finishth- work.
which would survive as literary curios- enough of the poison from the amount of
.....
tmet.
reallxe that the General was at last beyond their
After April 20 Gen. Grant ureatly improved.
ities or be embalmed in the memory of
bare.
cheese which they eat. The pure isolated
Tho
murderer
had
evidently
planned
the
He was able to take frequent drives in the
-And thus passes from earth tbe most illus- park,
which did him great good. About this suicide with much deliberation. The cot the student of philology. What an poison in sufficient doses would undoubttrious soldier of his time. The Insidiousdis*
time it was announced that if the improve- on which be nJej>t is suspended from the immense amount of time will be saved edly produce upon the lower animals
•ease to which he at last sneenmbed has long
ment continued he would go away to tho
effects similar to those produced on man.
been in propess, and he has faced the end
mountains, and also that he would,’ if possi- ceilifigby a heavy chain. A short rope by such an elimination ot the prao•which he knew was near with the same quiet ble, take a trip to California April 27 he runs transversely acroslT the cot for the tically valuable from that which will
NATURE OF THE POISON.
courage that has faced every disaster with which celebratedhis «3d birthday by a drive, and
Dr. Vaughan has succeededin isolating
support of the mattress.After untying then be disregarded as useless.
he has been confronted.The life of the old hero
his physicians were jubilant over his improved
the poison, to which he has given the name
this rope Gaunt unrave ed enough of it to
Has had few more impressive scenes than this last
It is difficult even to speculate Intelcondition.Jn May he resumed work on his
one of struggle against the common enemy of
Tyrotoxicon (from two Greek words, which
make
a
slender
rope
about
five
feet
long.
book, dictating to his stenographer.He suffered
ligently on the characteroi the revolumankind— a strugglepromoted bv no selfish considerably
mean cheese and poison). It is a product
from the effort, but with frequent He then fastened the end of it to the chain
motives and by no trace of fear, but solelv that .interruptions he continued tbe work. May 10,
tion 'which such a change will involve.
of slight putrefaction in the cheese which
be might perform yet one more service for he was able to walk several blooks with the as- near tbe ceiling, and made a running noose
on the other end, which he placed around Of course, any one can reason out the probably occurs in the vat, as the curd has
bis country,acd complete with tho pen the
sistance of a cane, bnt three days later he was
task that was begun with the sword. much worse, and it was feared the end was at his neck, with the knot under .his left ear. facts that the publication of the Bible been known to poison a person. By this
The end of his hard-workinglife found
He again rallied, however,and In He then must have thrown all his weight in several scores of different languages slight putrefaction, or excessivefermenhim still at work with untiringpurpose hand.
the beginning of June the drives were
and with energle* unabated save by physi- decided not to lie beneficial and they on ihe rope, and thus strangled himself. will then be unnecessary, and that the tation as it may be called, a large amount of
cal weakness. When he could no longer were discontinued.It was decided One foot touched the floor.
ordinarily-educatedman of that time butyric acid is formed, and this in the presmaintain the strife1h surrenderedwith the dig- about the middle of Juno to remove the patient
will understand all the languages that ence of the casein of the cheese is capable
nity of those alone who have never given m to to Mount MacGregor, and on Jone 16 he went
are
spoken. But who can say that the of developing a poison. Different samples
Anything less than the inevitable, and passed there in a special train, accompaniedbvhls
IMMIGRATION.
of poisonous cheese contain different
out of reach of time, out of sight of love, out family. The Generalstood the trip fairly well,
vast fund of information embodied in
or hearing of hatred," from the circle of friends
nhvsi- Marked Decrease In the Number of Imml- those few tongues will not be a much amounts of the poison. The same weight
and the succeeding day astonished his phyalAnd relatives who mourned him, from the counof cheese from one cake furnishedthree
cian by walking to the top of a steep knoll.
.
*
try of which he had deserved so well, from the tho effort was too much, and he suffered a reharder task than is the sum of human
Krants Arriving in the Inlted States,
world of which his is one of tho foremost lapse. At Mount MacGregor he has lived ever The Chief of the Bureau of Statistics at knowledge of to-day? The man who times as much poison ns that from au other
cake. The poison was obtainedin long,
names.
Now that tho record of this man's life is com‘he number of now considers it his duty to himself needle-shaped crystals, which are freely
RioV5
* contemporary,It is snrely the stifling
! immigrants armed in thp Umted States
and fellows to keep moderately well soluble in water, chloroform,alcohol, and
best that we forget whatever there may have
— ; daring the fiscal year ended June 30, 1885,
abreast of current literature and marks ether. The smallest visiblefragment of a
!SS!l?rtS.elnf?lo1rloU9*b0QtN8 later years, in
sight of the glorious years which won for him The Fatal Lump at the Roof of the Month. ^a8 387,821, being 122,013 leas than the how rapidly its volume increases might crystal placed npon the end of the tongue
a high place forever in the hearts of the AmerGen. Grant's disease first made itself appar- ! immigration during tho preceding fiscal
causes n sharp, stiugingpain at the point of
well stand aghast at the idea of being
ican people. Nor is it any real discredit to the ent in
*•* uuc. iow»,
nuutj uv
n at) at ma
June.
1884. while
he was
his CUltage
cott at year, and 401,171 less than during
.
the year
application,and in a few minutes,dryness
man who has onoe done so mnch for his coun- Long Branch. While eating fruit at lun.h he ended June 30, 1882, the year of the great charged with such a responsibility two
and constriction of the throat A slightly
try Uiat he wasat last caught in the world's felt a Inmp in the roof ot his mouth. He mencenturies hence, though the number of larger
amount produced nausea, vomiting
great snare, bnt rather a sign to set tioned the fact to Mr. George W. Childs, rthose immigration.
more sharp* in relief that slmpUcityand cottage adjoins his, the lawns being in common.
Daring the month of June, 1885, there language^ may then be counted on the and diarrhea.
di
The poison is volatile at the
straightforwardness
of character which met and Dr. Da Costa, whose brother-in-lawwas chief
arrived in the customs distiots of Balti- fingers of one hand. It ia not only the temperature of boiling water.and for this reatriumphed over all open dangers snd difflcul- of Grant’s medicalstaff, was visitingMr. Childs,
ties, snd was only found unfit to be pitted and at the tatter'ssuggestionhe called on the more, Boston, Detroit,Huron, Minnesota, accretion of fresh knowledge clustering son even poisonous cheese may be eaten with,
Againstth$ practices of the trickster. All great General. Having examined the throat, he ad- New Orleans, New York, Pussamaquoddy, around already existing departments of impunity after being cooked. The submen cannot be Napoleons or Ca» rs. And his- vised Gen. Grant to consult Dr. For* Philadelphia, and San Francisco 55,778 literature, science, and art, but the stance has also a marked pungent odor,
aycc Barker, his family physician, at passengers,of whom 45,382 were immirapidly increasingnumber of those de- and through the nose one can obtain sufonce. The General made little complaint
about the matter after that until autumn. grants. 6,952 citizens of the United States partments that is calculatedto appall ficient of the volatile poison to produce
field of life, bor the services of Grant*™ One day in Septeinber.however, the Gen- returned from abroad, and 3,444 aliens not
dryness of the throal This is true, howProbably we should be justified iu asa military leader we may be profoundly, eral inquired of Mr. Childs: “What did Dr. Da intending to remain in the United States.
ever. only of the isolated poison. In the
reverently thankful That as a statesman Costa say about my throat?" Then, for the
The number of immigrants arrived in serting that no one will essay the task cheese tbe taste and odor of the poison
And a private citizen he was at times first time, Mr. ChUds, who, like all the other
of even looking askance at all that is are both modified to such an extent that
misled or at fault should not make us for one friends of the General at Long Branch, thought the above-namedcustoms districtsfrom
moment forget how great those services were. On that the ailmenthad disappeared, had his sus- the principal foreign countries dnring the regarded as knowable two centuries they would cot be recognized, as has althis day of sorrow oar one thought should be of picions aroused, i f. Da Costa was seen again
months of June 1886 and 1884, were as hence. It rather seems likely that the ready been stated.
those deeds which have made their doer one of vy Mr. ChUds and asked whether the disease
sum of knowledge will be so divided
The first step in the study of cheesethe great historic Americans. The Englishhero could be incipient cancer. The physicianavoid- follows;
rahose namels one with that of Waterloo lived ed a direct answer, bnt repeated that the Gen1885.
1884. up into separate parcels as to sunder poisoning has now been taken, by finding
to make bis after years one great mistake,but eral should see his fa mUy physicianimmediate- England and Wales ................. 4,327 6.164 the possessorsquite as widely as they out what the poison is. Efforts will be
tuen no longer rememberthis against him. and ly. It whs not until almost the last week in Ireland ..............................
6,938 9,709
the words which the laureate sang In his praise Octobertiiat the did soldier thoughtit necessary Scotland .......................... 1,305 1,144 now are by the inability to understand made to ascertain the means for preventye m%y with peculiar fitnessapply to our own
Australia ............
1,305 1,408 the commonest words in the language ing its formation.
lost hero:
One of the first intimations that the pubUc Germany ............................
18,091 15, 6ft
Our greatest, yet with least pretense,
had of Gen. Grant's illness was when Mr. Italy. ..............................1,808 1,349 used by another. The human family
' H
State Items.
Great In council and great In war,
ChUds invited him to Philadelphia to a seriesoi Norway ...............
2,525 2,601 may then be perforce sundered into
—A
churn
run
by electricity is a HarriForemoet captain of his time,
pnblio receptionssome months later. Tbe Sweden
. • 3,409 4,442
castes each of which has its own molds
Rich In saving common sense,
General declined on tbe advice of hts physi- Dominionof Canada ...............2,702 6.536
son invention.
And, as the greatest only are,
cians, and wrote in an explanatoryletter dated All other oonntries ......... ........7,973 7,529 of thought and expression to which the
In his slmpUolty sublime.
Feb. 2: "lam feeling qnlte well except a sorerest are utter strangers. It would be
—Two women have opened a barbershop
ness at the root of the tongue aua the tonsU
Total ....... .....................
45,382 66,628
indeed
wonderful,
as
judged
by
the
at
Grand Rapids.
over
it,
which
causes
me
great
p
in
In
talking,
AWAITING THE FINAL SUMMONS.
The arrivals of immigrantsin the cus- light of the present day, if the result
and espeilally when I attempt to swallow wa—Saginaw City teachers will have their
Scenes In and About the House of Death a ter. I have not smoked a cigar since the 20tb toms districts above specified comprise of all this progress which now seems
of November."
,
about 97 per cent of the immigration into
Few Hours Defore the End.
pay
raised next term, as far asm aggregate
Oh Feb. 27 a telegram from New York, based the entire qountry.
to tend towards unification should
on reliablemedical authority,created general
be a redividing up of the world into of $2,000 wiU raise it.
alarm among Gen. Grant's friends. It *id:
clans and guilds, each of which re"It is a fact that should no longer be concealed
—Rev. William Smith, of Howell, who
SPLIflTERS.
from the country that Gen. Grant Is rapidly
gards the others as entities of existence was on a tour of Europe, had to abandon
whose rights it is not bound to respect
U, because of failing
,
—Chicago Tribune.
$1,250, 000 until September.
-A railroadengineer was fined $8.35 at
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Grand Rapids for allowing hi.

train to

stand twenty-five minutes on a crossing.
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The

HOLLAND CIT7 NEW?.
WILLIAM

H.

{Continued from First Page.)

with its eastern

Jamea

Decator,

Warren E. Hudaon, Georgetown; William

Marquette,Houghton & Ontonagon R. R.
all the points in the iron and copper districts are reached. At Big Rapids a con
nection is also made with the Detroit,
Lansing’ & Northern H. R., throughout
the state to Detroit, etc. ; at Baldwin a direct communication with the Flint &
Fere Marquette R. R. to Ludington, Manistee, Reed City, and on through to Bay
City, Saginaw, Flint, Holly and Detroit.
At Grand Haven, also at Grand Rapids,
connections are made with the Detroit,
Grand Haven & Milwaukee R’y, with
Ionia, Owoaso, Durand, Bay City, Saginaw, Flint, Holly, and Detroit; at Grand
Rapids there is another connection with
the Grand Rapids & Indiana R. R,; here
also is a connection with the Michigan
,

and

west-

Haven; E. P. Cummings,
Wm. J. Carmichael, 8d and 4th warda,
Grand Haven; John C. Behm, Walter
Phillips,Grand Haven town; Charts Duwarda, Grand

pont, Dirk De Vriei, Holland City; Thos.

&

The undereienedhu purchased the store and
stock of soods of M. Junkman, on River street,
opposite the Phoenix PUninz Mill, and will hereafter conductthe business. He has a large stock of

Crockery,
Flour and Feed,

bus Boone, Zeeland.
With honest and fair dealing he hopes to retain
all old cnetomers of the store and obtain many
nsw ones.

informed that the

Goods will be delivered to
any part of the city free of
charge.

home

efforts

and

for a few paltry cents

sends to

“Messrs.Agnew, Carpenter, and Gavthe Chicago and

joy whatever preferences they

News believes it wonld look better and be

Give me a Call.
R. E.
Holland, Mich., July S3, 1885.

KANTERS & SONS
m

A W.

Hon/i||

always carry a fall supply of

WARRANTED

GOODS,

which they

sell at

reasonable prices.

Home.

We

are

As individuals they have the right to en-

may

have

aa to the beat site; but as officers representing a railroad Hoe, of

gon

is

Licensed Plnsbers

which Muske-

the chief benefactor,this

official

preference

is

hardly the fair shake.”

Possibly

If

the citizens of Muskegon had

and are prepared

committee,as the citizens of
they would have been
only too glad to have accompaniedthe
committee to the city of sawdust and

to

[orncuL.j

Common

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
Goods are warranted
to be just as represented

All the

I am prepared to do repai rii g and en
graving promptly and in the best manner

Come and examine our

stock.

No

trouble to show Goods.

wit: all of lot four that lies on the north aide of
the Detroit and Milwaukee railroad.In Section 14.
Township eight north of Range 16 west, and also
that pan of the east half of the northeastquarter
of aaid aection which lies tooth of the state road,
containing abont thirty-fiveacres of land; also all
that pan of lot number four, south of the Detrott
and Milwaukee railroad, in Section fourteenin
township eight,nonh of range sixteen west, conUlning one and a half acres of land. In aaid county
of Ottawa,at the front door of the conn bonse of
said Otuwa connty, tn the city of Grand Haven,
on the seventeenthday of August, next, at two
o’clock in the afternoon, to pay the snm due on
said mortgage with interestand costs.
Dated May twenty-eecond. A. D. 1886.

WARD

FIRST

Drug Store.
R, B. BEST, M. D. Proper.
Mr. Henry Lubensa a competent prescription clerk, has charge, and will be
found at all hours, ready to compound
prescriptionsin
thoroughly reliable

a

manner.
A complete assortment of

nm

ms

w

lot's

Everythingapertaining to

romm

a first-classdrug

store will be kept constantly *n hand.

GIVE

TJS JL OAXX*.

U. B. BEST.
Holland, Mich., June 27 1884

cn°M!W8

GmUat

iodacumenU •neat-

®r.dCofl©e*.iod**cijraAbj»uti-

DANIEIe PRATT.

CHARLES PRATP,
Executors and ResiduaryLegatees as aforesaid.
R. W. Duncan, Attorney.

HOTELS,

BARBER SHOPS,

CLOTHING!

NOTHING NEW!

and other business building*.Also for

CLOTHING!

SAUER ARE IAWR SRIRSLEU,
eep
There Is nothing In the line of plumbing that we
cannot do or supply.

Hollahd, Mich., July 30. 1883.
The Common Council met pursuantto a call
from the Mayor.
Members present: Mayor Kanten, Aldermen
Rose, Burgess Ranters, De Roo. Bertsch,and

only that the

office at Holland, Mich., July 30, 1885:

the Clerk.

The Mayor

Our Clothing Store

Sprlaklwn,Fwuataias,

Jwtn, Etc.

C. Miller.

Wm. Vekbeek, P. M.

Ghmroli Items

wUk

the Services for

To*morrow.

Sterung, general roadmaster of
Chicago A West Michigan R’y has put

J. M.

First Reformed Church, services at
the road bed in excellent condition, and it 9:30 a. m., and 2 p. ra. Sunday School
8:80. Weekly prayer meeting with the
is now equal to that of any of the firstThird Reformed Church, on Thursday,
class eastern lines. All weeds have been at 7:30. Rev. J. H. Karsten will occupy
cleaned out on each side of the track, and the pulpit in the afternoon.

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
along 10:30 a> m., and 7 :30 p. m. Sunday school
at 12 m. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones.
the lines.
Pastor. Subjects: Morning, “The gratitude of grace.” In the evening Rev.
‘Is September, 1881, William Maltby, a Giles Vanderwall, South Africa will
resident of Muskegon, was thrown from a preach. Congregationalsinging. Gospel
wagon while crossing the railroad track melodies by the choir. Weekly praise
and prayer meeting Thursday at 7:30 p.
-and injured, on account of the bad crossm. All are welcome.
ing. He sued the Chicago and West
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Michigan Railway Company for damages Broek, Pastor. Services at 0:80 a. m., and
in the sum of $20,000. The case was de- 2 p. m. Sunday School at 3:45 p. m.
cided in favor of the company and was Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
Subjects: Morning, Rev. G. Vanderwall,
^carried to the supreme court and a new
of De Paard, South Africa, will presch in
trial ordered. Recently the railway com
the morning. In the afternoonthere will
pany settled with Maltby by paying him be preachingby the pastor.
of uni-

ail

First Cfourch, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunu C. 8. Mason Is now canvassing Holland day school at 8:45. Subjects: Morning,
“The limit of a true prayer.” Afternoon,
dor Grant's Personal Memoirs of the late
“The two covenants.” Evening, Missionwar. He has the exclusiveagency for ary prayer meeting.
Otuwa county and will give it a thorough
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser$4,000.

the greatest vices at 9:30 a. ra., 2:00 aud 7 p. m.
the age. He has traveled in near- Prof. G. Boers, of Grand Rapids, will
is

preach.

ly every city from Washington to Boston

Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
for the past seven years selling books and
George, Pastor. Services at 10^0 a. m..
be has never bandied a work that sells as and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school at 12 m.
rapidly as the book be now has. One Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
bundled and seventy orders is the result Subjects: Morning, “Mercy greater than
sacrifice.”Evening, “The Sun of the
of five weeks work in Grand Haven and
Universe.”

u

Spring Lake. There is now an opportun-

who wish to subscribe
celebrated work. Mr. Maeoo will

rf

now open.

is

FAINTS

No. 22 South River Street.

always in stock. All plumbing warranted.

R. K

to

pointed to make all. necessaryarrangements for
proper memorial servlcea on thedayof thefni.erafof
I of General
~
Grant.
Counciladjourned.
GEO U. 8IPP, CUv Clerk

James 8. Ferry, Mr. Jones the barber. L.

CLOTHING! SHERWIN - WILLIAMS

Indestructible Hose, Hose Reels,

Holland. Mich..

.Inly

10.

Next

to

Meyer, Brouwer & Co.

ENTERS A 80N8.

1883.

are being sold

33-3m

now

F.

A Safeguard.

BIHD,

CHEAPER THAN EVER BEFORE!

PROPRIETOR.

We guaranteettuit a gallon

The fatal rapidity with which alight
Colda and Couchs frequently develop

Mr.

jOHN

SUPERIOR PAINT,

ROOST

A.

AYER’S CHERRY PECTORAL.

to

Nothing elsa gives such Immediate relief
and works so sure a cure in all affections
of this class. That eminent physician.
Prof. F. SweeUer, of the Maine Medical
School, Brunswick, Me., says :—
"Medical science has produced do other anodyne expectorant so good as Atm's

employed as clerk in tbe store and will
welcome all his old friends and customers and the public generally.

Pictoeal.It Is

Call Early

The same opinion Is expressed by the
well-knownDr.L. J. Addison, of Chicago,
111., who says:—

aud See Our Stock.

Holland, Mich.,

April

22,

1885. 12-8m

For information and lllnstratedsample book,
call at

KREMERS

Sc

BANGS

DRUG STORE.
Holland. Mich.. May

HAVING BEEN LICENSED TO DO

13,

1885.

ATTENTION

"I have never found, In thlrty-Ave year* of
sod practice of medicine, any
eonttnuoas study and

Cnaat

preparation of so great vatu# as Atm’s
.....
. ...
PlCTOUAL,
for treatmentof diseases of tbs
throatand lunge. It not only breaks up colds
and cum severe coughs, but la mora effective
than anythingelsa In relieving even tbs most
seriousbronchial and pwlmonary afTw^'me."

.

Cherry Pectoral
new

PLUMBIN
In

AYER’S

offered to the

public.

,

There Is not a household in which this
Invaluable remedy has once been In-

troduced where its use has ever been
abandoned, and there is not a perron
who ha ever given It a proper trial
for any throat or lung disease suscep*-* has not
* been made
tlble of cure, who

ESTIMATES
for

in numberlessinstancy, cured obstinate
cases of chronicBronchitis,Larynglos,

and even acute Pneumonia, and has
saved many patientsIn the earlier stages
of Pulmonary Consumption. It Is a
medicine that only requires to be taken In
small doses, is pleasantto the taste, and is
needed in every house where there are
children, aa there Is nj^hiM » good aa

AYER’S CHERRY PECTORAL for treatmeat of Croup sod Whooping Cough.
These aw all plain fsets , which ba
by anybody, and should ba re*
numbered by everybody.

putting in

WA1ER PIPES
for all partiea desiring the

Will

*-

WAy2r’S CHERRY PECTORAL hsi,

fi

Farmers and

Woodsmen.

connection with the Holland City Water Works,
we are ready to make

claimant for^jpopular^con^

saving the lives of the third generation
who nave come into being since it was
first

any in the market.

is

Cumt

Is not a

275

square feet, two coats, and that they are a

into the gravest maladies of the throat
and lungs, is a considerationwhich should
impel every prudent person to keep at
hand, as a household remedy, a bottle of

inraittablefor diseasesof the
throatand langs.*

will eroer

fit

eame.

We will buy all the Stave aud Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver tbe year
routyi, viz:
Oak Blave Bolts, 30 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
Elm Slave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolls, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolls 38 inches long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contracts or further information apply lo Fixler’s Slaye Factory.

up reaidencea for

or to G.

Hot aid Cold Valor!
and put In

BATH TUBS, WASH STANDS,

ED. VER 8CHURE, Supt.
Van Putten & Sons’ store.

ZNTIIVinOD

Etc.

Find Tobacco.
Sold by

All

kinda of

all

Grocers and To-

bacco Dealers.

Noted for

its

excellent chew, delicious flavor

Cisterns and Drive Wells and cheesy cut. This Tobacco

verified

Bicycle for Sale.

A good second hand Otto bicycle for
sale. Size of front wheel, 43 inches; di
The first volume will be delivered Decem- •meter of small wheel, 28 inches. Csn be
bought very chesp. Just the wheel for
ber 1, and the second volume about March
beginners. Inquire of Irving Girveiluk,
corner River sod Tenth streets. It

for this

Default having been made In the conditions of a
mortgaze,executed by Mary O. Ford to Daniel
Pratt, dated the eighth day of Jnlv, A. D. 1873,
and duly recorded on the fourteenthday of September. A. D. 1874, In the office of the Register of
deeds for Ottawa county, State of Michigan, in
Liber No. 1, of mortgages, on pages 28) and 221.
And the said Daniel Pratt having since died testate, and Daniel Pratt and Charles Pratt, sons of
•aid deceased, having been dnly appointedthe executors of his last will and testament, as well aa
being the residuary legatees named in said will,
an authenticated copy of which said will and the
probate tbeseof was recordedIn the Register’s
office, aforesaid,May ninth, 1883, on which mortgage there Is claimedto be due at the date hereof,
the amount of five hundred end seventy-ninedollars and eighty cents: Notice Is hereby riven that
aaid mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale at public vendue of the mortgaged premises thereindescribed, to wit: All that tract or parcel of land,
•itoate in the State of Michigan, in the county of
Otuwa, In said Bute, and describedas follows,

Council-

stated the call for the meeting was
see what action the Connell wonld take r«garding the funeral of the late great aoldler, Genof locating the Home will undoubtedly be eral D. 8. Grant.
On motion the reading of the mlnntes was dissettled soon
and the agony and suspensed with and the regular order of business was
suspended.
pense of the citizensof the several localiAn appropriste preamble and resolution was
ties will be at an end.
adoptedand a committeeconslstlni
ting of Aldermen
Roee, Burgess, De Roo, and Boyd, Citizens W. H.
Beach. A. M. Ranters, H. Rremers, and?. G.
List of letters remaining in the post- Churchill, and ex-soldlersJ. Kramer, G. Van
Schelven. B. Van Raalte and P. Gnnst were ap-

ity offered for all

and a

flees.

so incessantly to complete it. The matter only

of

SPECTACLES

O. BREYMAN.
Holland, Mich., May 12, 1884.

Mortgage Sale.

make water connectionsfor

with that

credit to the gentlemen who have labored

book

FLIEMAN,

Holland, Mich. Oct. 8J, 1881.

DWELLINGS,

invited the railway officials to be present

of Holland did,

J.

to-

m. R’y if the officers of the

matter of locatingthe Soldiers's

I will sell at astonishingly
low prices in
order to make room for my fall stock.

Call and examine and give me a trial.

road would keep their hands out of this

whole shows up the

says that it

OTHERS

and

WERKMAN.

more satisfactoryto the other points on

advantages in a brilliantway and is a

He

COST.

wishinganything in mv line can do no better than
by callingon me. I have a large stock of readymade work In

which

market is the

Holland.
The following is a schedule of time
trains now arrive and depart from this
•tation: Arrive from Grand Rapids, 10:15
a. m., 1:40 p. m., 5:85 p. m., 11:83 p. ra.;
From Muskegon and the North, 10:15 a.
m., Ift) p. m., 8.-05 p. m., 8:15 p. m.,
11:15 p. m.; Allegan and South, 10:15
a. m., 1:00 p. m., 5:25 p. m.; Chicago,
South and West,4:40 a. m., 3:80 p. m.,
8:80 p. m. Departing for Grand Rapids
and East, 4:45 a. m., 10:15 a. m., 3:30
p. m., 5:35 p. m., 8:30 p. m.; Muskegon
tod North, 5:30 a m., 10:20 a. m., 3:30
p. m;, 5:35 p. m., 8:30 p. m.; Allegan,East
and South, 10:15 a. m., 8:30 p. m.; Chi
cago, South and West, 5:00 a. m., 10:25
a. m., l:40p. m., 2:15 p.m., 11:85 p m.
Making in all thirty-two arrivals and departures of passenger trains every day.

canvass.

FARMERS

sell at

alio keep on hand a large assortment of

Thera Is s telephone In the store, and all orders
given throughIt will be promptly attended to.

place to buy or sell, and he ignores home

the C.

new automatic safetyswitch stands

I

Sleighs of Every Description.
on hand which l propose to

port his village,and keeping the country

a point in the state so accessibleby rail
or water as the city of Hollsnd.
There is scarcely a point in the state
through which a railroad passes that cannot be reached by one day’s travel from

form characterhave been placed

also have a lot of

employing hands and paying them money
to trade at his store, paying taxes to sup-

West Michigan R’y, went to Macatawa
park yesterday, to show the locating committee of the Board of Managers of the
Soldiers’ Home, the attractions of the
park as a site.— 0. R. Democrat. The

Ibe

The largest assortment of

ever displayed in this city.
I

a death, marriage, or birth oc-

Watches at Rea-

Silver'

satiable Prices,

DIAMOND RINGS

madge; Isaac C. Walker, Wright; Jaco-

When

l’

Gooii

are anperior, while In

they beat everything.Thodashia a new device
which cannot be broken.

Keeler, Robinson; Dennis Combs, Tal-

R'y, a road operating 430 miles of road,
mostly in the state of Michigan,Holland
being centrally located on said road, has
over twenty connections with trunk lines
penetratingevery portion of the state.
During the summer connections by boat
are made at Pentwater,Muskegon, Grand
Haven, Holland and St. Joseph, Irom all
upper lake points. It is doubtful if there

as a

'

and Glassware, Strength and Durability

John C. Robert, Olive;

Charles Lawton, Poiktown; Alexander

ett, general officers of

is

Milwaukee.The*e cuttera for ease and comfor

1883.

R

Silnmn, Flittinn, ui Fust

made by the

Henry Bosch, Jamestown;Wm. H. Barrett, Spring Lake;

DIAMONDS,

NorthwesternSleigh Company, Qpio and

Paw and Toledo R’y ; at Benton Harbor some large city, where a press run by
with the Cincinnati, Wabash and Michi- steam, and fed by a thirty-fivecent boy,
Dissolution Notice.
gan R'y, for Detroit,Jackson, Kalamazoo, makes his note beads on inferior paper,
Notice Is hereby given that the co-partnership
Niles and Port Huron; at Laporte with
for only a few pennies less than he would heretofore existing under th« firm name of Merethe great Wabash system of railroadsand
gardns A Postma, is this day dissolved.II . Posthave
to pay to get a good job done at ma will continue the business, to whom all acits tributaries; at Wellsboro wtyh the
Record. “Them's our count* dne said Arm mast be paid and who will
BaltimoreA Ohio R. R. ; at Hanna with home.—
pay all accoants against the Arm.
the Pittsburg, Fort Wayne & Chicago and sentiments exactly,” brother.
K. SCRKGARDUS,
H. POSTMA,
Pennsylvaniasystem; at Thomaston with
Holland, Mich., July 10.
SMt
the New Tork, Chicago and St. Louis R. From the Muskegon New
R; at LaCrosae with the Louisville,New
It Don’t Look Will
Albany and Chicago R'y with all its southern connections,also the Chicago, St.
Louis and Pacific R
It will be otserved that the Chicago and West Mich-

CUTTERS
of

dealer in-

FLIEMAN Jewelry, Watches,
has in stock a number of the

Purdy, Jan A. Wilterdink, Holland town;

curs in one's family, he always likes to are

so of a three-fold character,at Grand
Rapids, Allegan, and with the trunk line
from Buffalo to Chicago at Laporte, thus
reaching almost every portion of Eastern
and Southern Michigan. At Allegan connection is made with the Michigan
OhioR. R. for Toledo, Dundee, Battle
Creek, etc. ; at Hartford with the Paw

Cheap Cash Store I J.

Breyman

-

The popular wagon manufacturer

Thieleman, Annie Flietstra, lat and 2nd

ern connectioLSto Jaqkson, Detroit, Kal• mention made of it in a local paper.
amazoo, etc. Connectionwith the Michigan Central is again made at Grand Junc- When his folks are visiting or visited be
tion on its South Haven .& Kalamazoo likes to see It in print. But when by
branch, and again with its main through sending to some larger city he can got
line between Detroit and Chicago, at New
work done a ilitlecheaper, be frequently
Buffalo. The connections with the Lake
Shore and Michigan Southern R'y are al- overlooks the fact that bis home paper is

The document

CUTTERS and SLEIGHS. Otto

PHOENIX

first

ren Saundera, Crockery;

ventral R. R

itew pvfrtistmfttts.

Blendon; Charles Bishop, Chester; War-

1885.

1,

list for the

Monday in August: Geo. W.
Atnigb. Allendale; Phillip L. Jewett,

the

ROGERS, Editor.

Saiurday, August

followingis the jury

n*xt term of the circuit court, convening

pnt In and repaired.

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,

be tbd only agent in Holland for the work.

PRKPABBD BY
Dr. J. O.

Ayer *

Co.. Lowell. Mete.

Sold by ell Druggists.

manufactured of finest leaf,
purest sweetning “evervbody

is

chews
Give in a call.

Nimrod.’’
samples.

HOLLAR
HV. H.

mation after a while, but, properly di-

CITY NEWS.

luted, so that

it

thrust, it does its medical

Rogers, Editor and Publisher.

An immense

work

YATES A KANE.

Brandi atfrarUnd m nteolntily pur*

Krrmkri A Banos

have a full stock of
food has abundant opportunity to work Paints, Oils, Varnishes, paint and whitewash brushes, which they are selling at
over ‘he system thoroughly, says a medilow figuresfor cash.
cal authority.—
American.

Term*

of fatsoriptloa.
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1 75 if
paid at three monthe. and $2.00 if
paid at ttix month*.
Rates of advertisingmade known on app ication.
Yearly advertlaera have the privilege of three

changes.

Btunlon of the Soldisn and Sailors
Southwestern Michigan,August

Buslntas Cards in City Directory, not over three
tinea, per
Notices of Birtha,Marriages, and Deaths published withont charge for subscribers.
BM*AI) advertising bills collectableaoarterl

_

The time

18,19,

20, and 31.

is near

at hand

TEST Y01JH BAIDU} POWDER TO-DAT!

without

harm, and when the stomach ts clear of

annum.

stock of stationery just re-

ceived.

does not burn or draw the

when

A fine line of

of

Blank Books just

oosrvjajtsr jajmcbcozwx^ol.
TNI TUT

•

For Croup.

i

re

0*1* Thmai' tdKtrk

ceived. Call and see. Yates A Kane.

We have just received a large new stock
who survived the perils of of Boots and . Shoes and Slippers for
the war will again meet tu exchange spring and summer trade. The stock is
greetings, and live over, in memory, the complete and embraces tbe latest styles of
Lsdies’ and Gents’ Shoes, which are sold
incidents of life at the front. The officers
at reasonable prices. We sell
VioUtlon of .» Tuab ftffcer Six Hualrtd of the Association will strive to make the
rargo’a Boots aad Fino Ladle* Shoot.
Years.
reunion of 1885, the equal of those which
L. SPRIET8MA A SON.
have been so enjoyable, and attracted such
Holland,
March 19, 1885. 7-iy
The Stampa, a promiaeot Italian liberal

Thmmtf EtbctHc OiL Uted a ffrwaal baMfcol

TEMP

On

bread, butter, beaus, salt, pepper,

entered

They

a band of workmen.

tomb of

proceeded to^the

Pope

H.

THAYER,

of Bonrbon.

Ind.. says: “Both mvaelf and wife owe our Uvea
to HHILOH’8 CONSUMPTION
For aite
by Yatea A Kane.

CURB”

rations of meat, potatoes, coffee, sugar,

by the secretary to the municipality, the
city engineer and

THE REV GEO.

Benton Harbor have pledged to provide

May, the old cbarch of Bta. Maria de*

was

P«®br*a,N.Y.

wide attention in the past. The people cf
:

the night between the 10th and 20tb of

Oradi, in the city of Viterbo,

etc.,

avarMadiaay(aatf

_

ARB
KB YOU MADB mlaerablo
miserableby Indlge*
tlon,
ready for table use, but tbe soldiers will ConaMt
aflpatlon.Dlzxineaa, Losa of Appetite. Ye
e.'iow
DOES NOT CONTAIN AMMONIA.
______ la a positive cure. For
ij? _______
Shiloh’* VltallXer
be expectedto furnish their own dishes, Skitil
m MKuntnuue ma N1VIH axn oennowv*
sale by Yatea A Kan^
draw their rations from the Commissary,
WBY WILL YOU cough when Shiloh's Cure In a million hotnas for a quarter of a century II has
and look to their own table accommoda- will viva Immediate relief. Price 10 eta. BO cts. atood the coruumen*reliable teat,
tions. Ample table room will be fur- and $1. For aale by Yatea A Kane.
THE
OVEN.

Clement IV, whose body had lain in a
TESTJFJHE
marble sarcophagus in the church since
nished. Soldiers not belongingto any orSHILOH’S
CATARRH
REMBDY-a
positive
his death in 1268. The sarcophagus was
cure for Catarrh.DUnhoria and Canker Mouth. PRICE BAKING POWDER CO.,
ganization, are requested,if possible, to For aale by Yatei A Kane.
opened, and an inner coffin of wood was
found. Upon opening this they found attach themselves to one temporarlllyfor
HACKMBTACK"a lasting and fragrant,per- Dr. Price’s Speciainaroriiu Eitracts,
convenience' in drawing rations. It fume. Price 25 and 50 cents. For rale by Yatea
the remains in a fair state of preservation,
tbe X weed, mmI lilMie.m* eeteralSwer
1—w.ael
should be understoodthen that each Sol- A Kane.
and clad in the vestments suitableto the
dier and Sailor must carry with him his
SHILOH’S CURB will immediately relieve Dr. Prlos’s Lnpulin Yust
papal rank. They did not touch anyFor Light, Healthy Bread. Tbe B«.t Dry Hop
Cronp, Whooping congh and Bronchitis.For sale
own blankets, diahes, and such other by Yates A Kane.
Yeart la tho World.
thing, but closed both coffin and sarco-

Ami

phagus. Next morning they returned,

ac-

I

necessaries as judgment will dictate, for a
few days enjoyment in

companied by the sindico of the city and
the sub-prefect of the district. The manders and
corpse was then taken out of the

camp

all others

FOR DYSPEPSIA and Liver complaint,
have a printedguarantee on every bottle rf
.
lob's Yitsllzer. It never falls to <cure. For
by Yates A Kane.

Post Com-

having charge of

you
Si
_bt

•

FOR SALK BY GROCERS.

CHICAGO.

ST. LOUIS.

principals, direction of G. E. Channing, or go in
bathing with “Tbe Brownies at the Seaside.” The installments of the serials, tnc,
Thk midsummer holiday number of the all take us into the open air— E. P. Roe,
In “Driven back to Eden,” a-barvesting
Century opens with a lively anecdotal acon the Hudson; Wm. M. Baker, in "Sheep
count, by Henry Eckford, of life at or Silver?” atone jump from grazing In
“Camp Grindstone,’’ the summer meeting Texas, to prospecting in Colorado; and J.
place, for games and races, of the Ameri- T. Trowbridge,in “His One Fault,”
stops us in the midst of a pleasant drive to
can Canoe Association, in the Thousand
let Frank R. Stockton,for a change of
Islands, It Is profusely illustrated by W. scene, transport us in his "Personally

a.

EXTRACTS

SHKSSS.™
CHICAGO.

a.

A

vegetable product used only in Ayer's Grand Rapids.
cities, writes of his walks through Siens, Ague Cure, has proved itself a never fail- Zeeland ........
illustrated from Pennell’s etchings and ing remedy for all ipalarial diseases. Holland ........

Warranted.

at.

embraces “A story with a Hero,” by Jas.

an

Muakegpn

>

VOB TSM

at

any time.

Ladles hair cleaned and dressed In the

tfi 30

8
4
4
4

80
10
15
50

8
9
9
9

4th-H

BAUMGARTEL.

PRKPAMD BY

FREE!

2 00 11 28 7 15 8 50 10 20
2 10 19 33 780 900 in 10
3 05 1 90 8 It 10 00 11 15

Holland .......

p.m

3 »
8 4
8 15
4 30

Allegan

..

ff.

a

MaffidM*!

Notice to Teaobere.

jyfr— oa WAND

ft

CO., I eeWiaa,

IB»_

Haven;

Friday, August 14, at Grand

“
"

!0 15
M 80
10 40
11 15

“

.28, at Holland,

Sept. 25,

at

Goopereuille;

October So, at Grand Haven,
(iisgular.)
applicant* foi l.t or 9nd grade certificate*
will please appear at the regnlarexamination,
oct. 30. An allowmce will hereafter be made no
the average * landing of applicants for atreudancc
at teacbera' Innlmre*.
By order of Ottawa County Board of School ExAll

To all’ who are suffering from the errors
FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.
on Malvern Hill— the last
and inuiftcrelions ot youth, nervous weak
a.m p.m p.m
Days’ Battles,and another chapter from
ness, early decay, loss of manhood, &c., 1 Allegan .....
9 It 4 30 11
the "Recollections of a Private;” both be- will send a recipe that will bure you, Hamilton....
9 42 509 1214
Fillmore ......
9 50 5 10 12 30
ing illustrated. lu “Topics of the Time” FREE OF CHARGE. This great remedy
Holland .. ..
10 15 5 85 I 00
are editorialson the Merit system, the re- was discovered by a missionaryin South
America. Send a self-addressed envelope t Daily, ft Dally except Saturday. All other
vised version, and the Christian congress.
trainsdaily except Sunday.
to the Rev. Joseph T. Inman, Station D,
Tickets to all points In the United States and
In open letters, "What shall be done with New York
26-ly Canada.
J. H. CARPENTER. Gen. Pasa. Agt.
our ex-Preaidents?,,“Recent Fiction,”
.

Dealers In

all

The following achrduleol times and fcl'Ctf* for
holding public examinationsof teachrra Im* been
arranged by the Ottawa County board of -chool
Examiner* for the fall of1885:

FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.
P.m
m. m
Holland....
Fillmore . .
Hamilton .

ball * CO, Nmm%

Gold by

RELIABLE SELF-CURE.

m.ia.m. p.m a.m. p.tm.
1 2011 55 6 50 8 IS
985

Moakegnn ....
Ferryaourg...
Grand Haven.

contains an dilRertooi ffigre-

18%.

»• p.

30
12
17
55

p«
permanent,
not toil any-

!

m. p.m p. m.

5 85
6 30 6 30
6 40 6 35
T 20 7 10

y

sIsmIfS?

FIHST-CLASS TOILET WATEB FOB SALE
w.

ootor

latest

fashion.

IV.

WHISKIES
aq^ni.

p.

A Card.

John Porte^
of the bev

a.

20
II 05
11 13
11 55

natural,youthful color.1*

Buckingham’s Rye
•

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

FROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.

camp, con-

tains papers by General Fitz

a m. p.m

Ita

get a

m. p.m. p.m.ip.m.

10

Grand Raven
Ferrvaburg

Mr. T. W. Atkins, Girard, Kan., writes:
T. McKay, the concludingpart of “Silas “I never hesitate to recommend your ElecLapham,” by W. D. Howells, and the sev- tric Bitters to my customers, they give enenth part of “The Bostonians,”by Henry tire satisfaction and are rapid sellers.”
Electric Bitters are the purest and best
James. The August contributiopto the
medicine known and will positivelycore
Century War Series,besides Mrs. Bur Kidney and Liver complaints. Purify the
ton Harrison’s recollections of “A Vir- blood and regulate the bowels. No family can afford to be without them. They
ginia Girl in the First Year of the War,”
will save hundreds of dollars in doctor’s
which has a story Interest also in its pic- bills eve# year. Sold at fifty cents a bot
ture of S< ulhern ways, and its amusing lie bs/fl. Walsh.
life in

m. p. m.

hair lo

Injuriouseobetanoee enter Into the
composition of Ball’s Hah Reikwxr,
and It is note dye. Its vegetable Ingredients render it in the highest degree beneficial to the scalp as a preventfre of die*

Invigorating Shampoo.

10
10
21

tbs dm of Haia’s Hub Saaa warn, li

•fltfrooi

LOUm

A Scientific Haircut or

9 15 1 00 10 40 4 15
10 02
It 2) 5 10
10 15
11 38| 5 35

Holland., .....

bead of

No

FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.

Thousands Say So.

ha

AMtorad my

Holland. Mich.. March

page size. The Action of the number

anecdotes of civilian

a.

aoft,
thick •• *bso aft* was a |trt.
Mr. Katun#, ae old
.aaasWhp.
saw, JM., had asaroi
littla thara waa of II
Onabouiaof
a nonia of Hall’b
Hau.’i Hair Butiwaa stoppad

A Good Glean Shave*

15 5 35
25 5 45
15 6 30
FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.

is a follower of the sports Conducted” party to “Little Pisa and
which he spiritedlydepicts. W. D. How- Great Rome.”
Italian

m. p.m. a. m.
3 30. 8 80 t4 45
3 40
4 5fi
4 25 9 15 5 45

RENEWER:

PRICE BAKING POWDER CO.,

Mali.jExp Bxp. Exp.i Bxp.
p.

HALL’S
Vegatabla Sicilian

MOST PERFECT MADE

you

FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS

A. Rogers, who

full

all dlaeaaea of
tho scalp, and atlmulataatbe hair glaadi
to healthful action. It atopa the faffing of
the hair; prevenu Ha turning gray: cures
bsjdneee, and restoresyouthful color and
freshnessof appearance to heads already

MV

m. p.m. ptm. a.m.

Chicago .......... 9 00 3 3<J 9 3(1
New Buffa'o ...... 11 85 5 40 12 10 725
Benton Harbor ..... 19 42 828 1 45 10 15
Bangor .............
207 7 15 2 55 1 35
Grand Junction...,
2 30 729 3 17 3 00
Holland ........... 8 30 8 30 140 5 20
p m. p.m. a.m. p.m.

Holland .......
Zeeland ......
Grand Rapids.

world b Hall’s

cum

It

ectS’SraiVlUrSrs
brought H back as
brown art

BllirS TONSORIJU PARLORS

FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.

mand the punishment of the
wboewr they may be.

pen-and-ink sketches, some of them of

Rknewul

man

p.m. p.m. a.m. p.m. p. m.

"A Water-museum”under the

TMmu’ Me

SgffiKjKSSS

.

make

ha» hrap. Dr.

rartontf v« In th*

HAIR

SPECIAL

..

ter,

^

THE BEST
Hair
Hair

$fcPRIC£$

criminals. Will not the same measure be prets to us what the fiowers said. Then
a.m. p.m. ptm. a.m p. m
Hol’and .............10 25 1 4(1
35 500 2 15
given to the disturbers of a Pope’s tomb Mary Hallock Foote gives us a whiff of Grand Junction ..... 11 37 230 11
12 37 8 27 4 33
Bangor.....
.......
11
55
9
44
12
52 920 5 15
which is one of Italy’s historic monu- salt air in “A Constitutionalon tho
Benton Harbor .....
1 30 836 1 45 12 00 7 00
menu? And it calls on all the news- Beach,” where we can watch the flight of New Buffalo....# ..... 250 4 30 2 45 2 35 9 10
C’htrago............. 7 10 7 10 6 00
ft
papers of the peninsula to publish the “The Great Blue Heron” with Celia Thax-

on

P***

companies are earnestly requestedto urge

all.

outrage, and bring public opinion to de-

At*., Bufialo, N. Y.

rale

A NASAL INJECTOR free with each bottle of
these requirementsupon the attention of Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price 10 cents. For
which there was a precious
sale by Yates A Kane.
Col D. Bacon, Niles, Sec'y.
stone, was taken from the Unger; the
K. L. Warren, Albion, Chairman.
richly embroidered silk gloves and san;
Frfjh, pure Drugs cons^tntly receiving.
dais were tern oil; the agraffe,which fasYATES A KANE.
Acoust is tbe great out-of-doors month,
tened the cope on the breast, and which and St. Nicholas for August is a great out
CRoquRT sets, Base Ball goods and
was richly mounted with precious stones, of doors number. The first story, illuswas cut out: and those portions of the trated by a beautiful frontispiece picture Fishing Tackle. Call and see.
YATES A KANE.
cope which were gorgeous workmanship by R. B. Birch, is entitled Little Dame
and in good preservation,were cut away. Foitune, and tells how a little girl who
The Remains were then huddled Into a wanderd away out of doors once made an
§Uit loads.
box and sent off to the municipal build- artist’s fortune. Helen Gray Cone goes
ings; the articles that had been removed with us into the woods anjl sings about “A
OMoago aad Wait Michigan Railway.
were, according to the sindico, to be string of birds’ eggs;” Mrs. Frank M.
Taking Effect Sunday, June 21, 1885.
placed in the museum of Viterbo. The Gregory up among the Catskill’s explains
Stampa observes that if a poor man's how some children there reversed the seaFROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
grave were thus violated, the law would son and went coasting in August; and
nn
TOWNS.
Mail Exp. Bxp. Mix. Mix’d
give some month’s imprisonmentto the Grace F. Pennypackerpoetically intercoffin,

the ring, In

ells, In his picturesqueseries

00.

BOOTS AND SHOES.

thous

ends of those

journal, tells the following strange story

For Houralgh.

*<>P towjj on • tot »toT* until hratod. tbM
to* cow ana .moll. A chamut wtU sol ho rfr
loirad to dateottho pra.oaea of

_Fjef»

1

aminer*,

ALBERT LAHUIS. Sfc'v.
Zeria' d. Mich

.

July

10.

1885.

24-151

City.

etc

, are

discussed in

a

F.

IMPORTANT.

suggestive and

G.

Spring Opening

CHURCHILL.Stallon Agent.

leave New York City, nave
critical
In Bric-a-Brack are some Baegase,Expressive, and Carriage hire and stop
Michigan and Ohio Railroad.
humorous verses by J. A. Macon, Charles at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand Central Depot.
Taking effect Jan. 18, 1885.
Henry Webb. J. V. Cheney and others,
Elegant rooms fitted np at a cost of or.e million
Caatral
OOIM MIT.
dollars, reduced to one dollar and upwards per day
and some pen sketches
the Bre- on Enropear, plan. ResUnrant supplied with the
Pass. Paar. Mix
best. Horse car, stages, and elevated railroad to Pass. (Mix'd, Pass.
tons, by C. B. Smith.
all depot#. Families can live better for less
a. m.
p. m.
a. m. p. m.
money at the Grand Union hotel than at any other
10 10
545 L Toledo A 11 10 6 10
firsl-clasa hotel In the
• IMy
Eating Lemons.
11 02
6 40 .. Dundee.. 10 10 4 15
11 84
704 ..BritU>n .. 946 8 52
11 99
709 .Ridgeway. 9 42 3 47
A good deal has been said through the
7 18 .Tecum sen. 932 387
papers about the bealthfulness of lemons.
7
...Tipton... 9 17 3 22
19 06
7 45
905 808
. .Ousted.
The latest advice is
to use them so
12 80
809 ..Addtsou.. 8 4.3 2 45
Only 36 C«nt«.
12 48
8 25 ..Jerome
8 26 2 28
that they will do the most good, as fol12 55
8 32 ..Moscow
820 9 21
So
confident
are
we
that
Dr.
Pete’s
35
lows: Most people
the beiu-At of
1 <W
842 •Hanover. 809 2 10
cent Cough Cuie will not dissapolnt tbe
1.17 a.
853 .. Pnlaakl. 7 57 1 59 p.m
lemonade before breakfast,but few know
most sanguine expectationsof a single 1 83 * 10 9 15 ...Homar.. 718 1 38 800
that it Is more than doubled by taking an- broken-downconsumptiveInvalid,that 2 05 687 9 44 ..Marshall . 7C« I 14 7 83
2 17 6 49 9 57 ...Cerercn.. 6 49 1 02 7 91
other at night also. The
to get the we warrant it, had we not the most perfect 286 7 or 10 15 .BattleCr*k 630 19 44 7 03

!

When yon visit or

way.

QOIMWMf.

among

JLT

Tlas

G.

TOWNS

city.

£pt(ial Notices.

FOR BARGAINS

IN

DRY GOODS,

FOR BARGAINS IN GINGHAMS.

V

i!”

how

Van Fatten & Seas,

FOB BARGAINS IN COTTONS,

.

FOR BARGAINS IN

'

HOMBRY.

know

m

way

1

belter of the billions

pills or quinine, is to take the juice of one,

i

two,

or three

in as

much

______

Waish.

lemons, as appetitecraves,

ice water as

makes

it pleasant

to drink without sugar, before going to

system of

8
8
8
3
4
p.

85-41

/ Having been witnesses of the truly miraculous cures made by Golden Seal Bitters, we do not hesitateto say there Is no
other remedy for blood, liver, stomach

bed. In the morning, on rising, at least
a half hour before breakfast, take the and kidney diseases,half
juice of one lemon In a goblet of water,
this will clear the

256 7r
804 785

system without blue confidence in iti virtues,we would not
think of offering It as we do. Sold by H.

its

7 42
8 J4

..Richland.

X.::

883
889

xSSSl

8 80
m. p.

m

97
90

15
II 43
’2

35
80
11 90
a,, m.
11
11

643
685
499
5 55
5 «?

587
525
a.m.

At Toledo, with all railroadsdiverging. At Dundee, with T A. A. A 6. T. At Britton, with Wabash, St. Louis A Pacific. AlTecnmseb. with Lake
Shore A Mich. Southern. At Jerome, with L. S.
AM.
At Hanover, with L. 8. A M. 8. At
Homer with L. 8. A M. 8. (Laneing Division) aod
Air Line Division of the Mich. Central. At Mar-

have purchased the atore building end
8
bile with effioleocy, without any of the stock of goods formerly owned by M.
weakening effects of calomel or Congress Jooktnan oo the corner of Kiver end
a GridTrank* art Sea bTa It
water. People* should not irritate the Tenth atreeta. AH apeountf due or against
stomach by eating lemons clear; the'pow Mr. Jnnkmsn, on sedountdf •tore.wdlbe SelhwitkG.BjAi. At AUegu, with ChicagoA
settled by
I West Mich, and L B. A M. B.
•erful acid of the juice, Vhlch Is !lws)i
I

most corrosive,invariably produces ioAu

WJ

•

^

mei 34-4w
1

L

HOLLAND, July

R. £.
16,

WERKMAN.

1665.

1

FOR BARGAINS IN GROCERIES
and for all goods kept In a

ST.

LOUIS

manufactures the
largest quantity of White Lead of
any city in the WOBLD; and its
genuine brands;

General Store!

“Collier Company,”

Train Coaaoctioiu.

equal. 25-4w

Notice.

humor and

10
45
53
59
10

19
19

FOR BARGAINS IN HA1B.

Vw-

B. MeHUGH,
General PaseeagerAgeaL

where yon

“Southern Company,”
“St Louis L. A O. Co., Red Seal;”
are always perfectly pure, and
known and used everywhere.
Consumers of White Lead should
insist upon having the above
aenuinebrands.Dealers can buy
direct from factory, or from jobbers in Chicago or elsewhere.

G.

Van

an buy the

beat gooda

*

Putten

—

-

STREETV

,

_ _____
.... ..... as well as
Petersburg,waa taken possession of by the
Union army. The war lasted bnt a few daya
longer. Lee retreated aa rapidly aa he oould to
ily arrived on
^
- rjthe lines. Re-enforcements under Gen. Bnell the Bonthweat, hoping to join the army of
coming np in the night, the battle was renewed Johnston. Grant and Sheridan pursued and
the next morning, and the Confederateswere intercepted him, and, after making one or two
defeated and forced to retreat to Corinth. Ineffectual effortsto rally his broken and deGen. Grant was allghtly wounded in this battle. moralized army against the victorious forces of
It waa one of the most hotly contested fights the Federals, on April 9 he surrenderedto Grant
of the war, and the losses on both sides at AppomattoxCourt House. Va.
were terrible. False reports concerningGrant s
condnot in this battle were circulated,and for a
GRANT’S POLITICAL CAREER.

large force
driven back i

Pen and Pencil Sketches .of
His Busy and Eventful Life,

^

^

time the great Gaaiertl— whose military genius,
however,had not yet been fully shown -was

Outline of His Career and Public

intlis
inlim'

Sendees from the Cradle

The Chief Events of IHa Two Terms

ns

the honest old hero waa used as a
stool-pigeon by that wily rascal; and,

now

_

% dinfng-i
of hla fall upon an toy pavement, result- In the' general plan of ti
_
ing in a fracture of on* of bis hips, which was dal mention, salt lean ordinarydwellingplace,
followed aoon after by the development of a with three large room* on, each of tho three
cancerousgrowth near the root# of the tongue. floors, and a ball-roomadditional on the second
For a time tbe public was kept in ignorance— floor.
possibly the doctorswere In the same blissful
It would appear that the daya of this relic are
state— regarding the nature of the dlatlngnlahed already numbered, aa It lies directly In the line
patient'smalady, and In some features, such as of the proposedroute of the elevated road which
the unreliable or purposelycolored reportsof la to connectthe Iron Mountain Road with the
his condition, the case bears a strong resemblance Union Depot,
The bridal conple did not make this house
tothatof the lamented
. •
their borne, bnt after a wedding trip they re-

finally,

_

Garfield.

President.
EARLY DAYS.
At the Republican National Convention held
in ChicagoMay 21, 1868, Gen. Grant on the first Grant's Boyhood— The House
ballot waa unanimouslynominatedfor President, with Schuyler Colfax for Vice President.

Where He

Was Born.

turned to Bt Louis, and Uved for some
time with Mrs. Grant’s parents ont at the
farm, on the Gravels road. Young Grant
resigned hla army commission in 1884. and
located with his family ont on the Dent farm,
'

Mr. Dent having made his daughter a present
The life of Ulyasea S. Grant Is a romance as of eighty acres and four slaves. Thev lived
Their Democratic competitors were Horatio
eventful, wonderful, and interesting as any- there very nicely, but Grant did not find the life
to the Grave.
*Seymour and FrancisP. Blair. Grant and Colthing ever evolvedfrom the brain of a novelist
fax carried twenty-sixStates, and received214
He lived In a time of extraordinaryactivity
electoral
votes,
against
80
for
Seymour
and
fftn
Blair. Grant was inaugurated President on in the developmentof this country, and
the Great Comnriiinder’sMilitary
March 4. 186'.i,and on the next day sent In to the flgnredin its history more conspicuouslythan gaunt form waa a jeans pants, gray woolen **
ahlrt, one or two “galluses,a pair of raw-hide
Senate the followingnominations for Cabinet any other man of hla time.
boots, a slouch bat, and an nntrtmmedbeard. A
officers:Ellhu B. Washburne, of Illinois, SecreCampaigns, from Belmont
blacksnakewhip made him comvlete.
tary of State; Alexander T. Stewart, of New
Tiring comnletelyof farm life, ne moved into
York, Secretary of the Treasury;Jacob D. Cox,
to Appomattox.
town, and at first occupiedfor a time a honse at
of Ohio. Secretaryof the Interior; Adolph E.
the
southeast corner of Seventh and Lynch
Boric, of Pennsylvania.
Secretaryof the Navy;
streets,and then moved to a little h.nae which
John M. Schofield,of Illinois. Secretary of War;
is now numbered 1U08 Barton street Hts emV. , BIOGBAPHICAL.
Corinth, where Bosecrans was in command, John A. J. Creswell, of Maryland, Postmaster
ployment was the real estate business,bnt he
and after a desperate fight, Oct 3-4, were re- General; E. Rockwood Hoar, of Massachusetts,
did not prosper,and in 1887 moved to Galena,
From the C radio to ttu» Breaking Ont of nlscd with heavy loss and pursued beyond AttorneyGeneral. These nominations were at
111.,where he went Into business with his father
the Hatchle River. Though not rres- once confirmed,bnt It was discoveredthat Mr.
the BebelHon. •
as a tanner. Soon afterwardthe war broke cat,
ent
person at either of theso Stewart was disqualified by an act of 1789,
and Grant was not long in discoveringthat
fly sees Simpson Grant waa born at Point battles, Grant directed the movementsIn both
which provided that no person should hold tho
there was at least one way In which he could
Pleasant,Ohio,' April 37, 1833. His ancestors by telegraph.Buell had moved eastward to in- office of Secretary of tbe Treasury who waa
earn a living,and earn it nobly.
were Scotch. In 1633 hit parent*removed to tercept Bragg, and met and defeated him atPer- "directly or indirectly concerned or Interested
rvville, Oct if, driving him back into East Tenin carrying on tbe businessof trade or comthe village of Georgetown. Ohio, where tua nessee. Oct 16, Grant’s department was ex- merce. Tbe President,in a brief message,
THE NEW YORK RESIDENCE.
boyhood waa paaaed. He entered West Point tended by the addition of a part of Mississippi, thereupon suggestedto Corgressthat Mr. Stewas
far
south
as
Vicksburg,
and
be
now
began
to
art
be
exempted
by
joint
resolntion
from
tbe
Military Aeademy In 1833, appointedby the Hon.
The Mansion In Which Gen. Grant Lived
Thomas L. Hamer, member o! Congress. His lay plans for a movement against that city. action of toe law. This was objected to, and
Before His Removal to Mount
name originally was Hiram Ulyasea; Imt the Nov. 1 he began a movement toward the river, Mr. Stewartdeclined,and Georgo> 8. Boutwell
appointment waa blunderingly, made ont for seized LaGrango and Grand Junction Nor. 4; on of Massachusetts was appointed In his stead.
MacGregor.
Ulysses S., Bld>o it had to remain. The study Nov. 13 the cavalry took Holly Springs, driving Soon afterwardMr. Washburne gave up the ofThe honse In which Gen. Grant has of late
In wntch he showed most proficiency during his the enemy south of the Tallahatchie Biver, and fice of Secretary of State, being amwinted Minyears resided Is in the most fashionable parr of
course at the academy was mathematics. He Grant followed, taking possession of that point ister to France, and was succeededtoy Hamilton
New York City. It is near the beautiful mangraduated In 1848, ranking twemv-tirst in a Nov. 39, and Dec. 5 he entered Oxford. While Fish, of New York; while SecretarySchofield
sion of the Vanderbilts and tbe honse that
class of thirty-nine, and was made a brevet he waa at this point Van Dorn’s cavalry made a retired from the War Department, and was suoHenry Ylllard erected, and not far from the now
Second Lieutenant of infantry, and attached dash at the camp of stores In his rear at Hoilr ceceed by John A. Rawlins, of Illinois, who
cathedral
ns a supernumerary Lieutenant to the Fourth Springs, took 1,000 prisoners, and destroyed ord- died In September,when the vacancy was filled
Beglment, which was stationed on the Missouri nance and supples amountingIn value to by the appointment of William W. Belknap, of
ms BIBTHPLACEAT POINT PLEASANT, O.
frontier. In the summer of 1848 the regiment nearly $1,000,000. The army waa now moved Iowa. Mf. Borie resigned in June, and was sucThe boyhood of Grant was not more remarkwas ordered to Texas, to join the army of Gen. back to LaGrangc.bnt headquarterswere trans- ceeded by George M. Robeson, of New Jersey. able than that of any child in tho same circumTaylor. On Sept »0 Grant waa commissioned ferred no further than Holly Springs. Jan 10 Mr. Hoar resigned In July, 1870, and was suc- stances. Indeed, the anecdotesof bis childhood
ns a {nil Lien tenant. He first saw blood shed at headquarters were moved to Memphis, Grant ceeded by A T. Akerman, of Georgia, who rein no way convey tbe Idea that he manifeated
[r.pnfT
Palo ‘Alto, Mays, 1846, and took part also in the having resolved to reorganizehis entire force sighed in December, 1871, and was succeededby any precocity.He waa the eldest of six chilbattles of Kesacade la Palma and Monterey, and fora campaign against Vicksburg,to co-operate George H. Williams, of Oregon. Mr. Cox re- dren. His early surroundings were severely
the siege of Vera Cm. In April, 1847, he whs made in which forces under Sherman and McCler- signed In November,1870, and was snoceedcd ilaln. his father, who was of Scotch descent,
Ouaitermaster of his regiment,but still par- nand jrero now coming down the MUsls- by Columbus Delano, of Ohio. As President >elng a dealer In leather, neither rich nor poor,
ticipated In all active operations; and after the sippL Jam 80 Grant assumed immediate Grant was In politicalharmony with the major- bnt ranking among the hard workers of a young
battle of Molino del Bex, Bept 8, 1847, h$ was command of tho expedition against Vicks- ity in Congress, the reconstruction of tho lately and growing State. The humble home where
“firatiieitenaut lor his burg. Much time was lost at first In the rebellions States, which had been delayed by Grant waa born is not unknown to the pnbllo
rtpHbe
, hattje of Cha- attempt to ont A canal through the peninsula the lack of such harmony during the previous through tbe engraver's skill.
.u..„ Col. .Garland,com- before Vicksburg, a plan which had been administration, now went on. A proclamation
At the age of 17 Grant entered the Military
suggested by President Lincoln, but which, by PresidentGrant, dated May 19, directed that
irlgade, sda: "Thereat of
Academy at West Point. Those who believethat
the enemy had made a stand behind a breast- aittr an immense expenditure of labor, was there should be no reduction of the wages paid a name has mnch to do with the destiny of Ita
to Government employes in consequenceot the
work, from which they were driven by detachreduction in the hours of labor which Congress owner will find confirmationof their theory In
ments of the Second Artillery under Capt.
had enacted. In 1871 President Grant urged the the accident which gave him the name he has
Brook* and the Fourth Infantry under Lieut.
annexationof Santo Domingo as a territory of made famous. He had been christenedHiram
Grant, snppbrtedby other regtmentHof the dithe United States. A treaty to effect this, and Ulysses, bnt tho Congressman who procured his
vision, after a abort but sharp conflict" “I
appointment by mistake wrote him down as
a' so one by which the peninsulaand Bay of
must not omit to Call attention to Lleat. Grant,
Baman* were ceded to the United States for Ulysses H. Grant The authorities at West 1'oint
Fourth Infantry,who acquittedhimself most
fifty years, at an annual rental of $150,000 In and the Secretary of War were petitioned by the
nobly, upon several occasions, under my own
gold, had been signed Nov. 29, 1869, on behalf young cadet to correct the blunder, bnt no noobservation." a Gant was b revetted Captainfor
of President Grant and President Baez. Early tice was taken of the request Ulysses S. Grant
his conduct at Chapultepee,to date from the
In 1870 these treatieswere confirmed by a popu- he had been recordedand Ulysses8. Grant he
battle. AfteMhe capture of the Uty ot Mexico cfesmyta the actionsif RiyiHmd,remained,the name now so world-wide In its
Champion’sHill, and Big Black,
J. JS.
lar vote In Santo Domingo; bnt it was believed
Johnston ttom joining hit forthwiththose of that a free election had not been held, and it fame having been bestowedthrongh a ConPemberton at Vicksburg,and finallylaid siege was said that, in anticipationof annexation, tressman’sdefect <ff memory. The Initials U.
S»rl ____
________ ______
1. suggested “Uncle Sam" to his comrades, a
of St. Louis, slaterof one of his classmates.In to that city May 18. After a great deal of hard the Dominican Government had granted to prinickname he never lost, and one peculiarly
1882 he accompanied his regiment to California fighting,Vicksburg was forced to surrender, vate individualsevery valuable franchise or
rophetlcIn view of his extraordinarycareer,
and Oregon, and while at Fort Vancouver.Aug. with 27,000 prisoners, July, 4, 1861. Grant was piece of property In its possession. In coninring the war he was not infrequently nick6, 1853, waa commissionedfull Captain.* On Immediately made a Mai or Generalof the regu- lormity with a resolntionof Congress, Presinamed “United States Grant" and "UncondiJuly 31, 1884, fie resigned,and removed to SL lar army. He remained at Vicksburg till Aug. dent Grant appointed B. F. Wade of Ohio, A. D.
tional Surrender Grant," the U. 8. seeming to
Louis, cultivating a farm near that city and en- 30, when ho made a vMt-to New Orleans. While White of New York, and S. G. Howe of Massahave 8]>eclalsignificance In those days which
gaging- in business as a real estate agent. In there he was thrown from his horse at a review chusetts, as commissioners to visit S»nto Do“tried men's eoula."
1869 he waa employ off-toyhis father in the leather .and so much injured that he was wot able to re- mingo. accompanied by severalscientificmen,
turn to bis post until Sept 16. Oct 10, trader and report upon the conditionof the country,
trade at Galena,UL
•
Instructions from Washington, ho came north- the Government, and the people. Their report,
REMINISCENT.
ward, meeting Mr. Stanton, the Secretary of submittedIn April, 1871, was favorableto anGRANT AS A SOLDIER.
War, at Indianapolis.That official notified him nexation, but the Senate withheld Its approval
that all the military departments of the West of the treatica A "joint high commission" of Gen. Grant's Early Life In SL Louis— E
Bis MUltaiy Campaigns from Springfieldto were now to be under bis sui ervidon, with the five British and five American meinbers met at
Marriage to Mias Dent
exception of the Department of tho Gulf. At Washington Feb. 27, 1871, and on May 8 signed
^ * Richmond.
The happiest davs and the darkestdays In the
Lonisville.word waa received by Mr.Stantonthat a treaty on the subject of the coast fisheries,
long life of Gen. Grant were spent In St. Louis.
Bosecrans. whose campaign in East Tennessee river navigation,and the "Alabama claims.
Lieut. Grant and Fred Dent had become
had been so disastrous,was now about to aban- Tbe last named question was submitted to a
friends in the military school at West Point, and
don Chattanooga.Grant, thcrefo e, with the court of arbitration to meet at Geneva, Switwhen young Dent invited his chum to come
Within rifle-shot are n score of houses that
fall sanction of his superior, immediately re- zerland, which, on Sept. 14, 1872, awarded the
with him on a visit to his St Louis home, he
lieved Rosecrana of his command, assigning gross sum of $l5,500,i.0a to be paid by the Brit- did much toward shaping the destiny of Grant cost more than $75, Quo i ach to build. It Is In
Sixty-sixthstreet, lust off Fifth ’avenue and
Gen. Thomas to his position,and Oct 19 started ish Governmint to the United States for damti
and possiblyof the nation. The two young
^rhflrts!
bv rati for Chattanooga,to take personal direc- ages to American commerce by Confederate men. after Grant's rlrit, went to participate in close by CentralPark. The tide of fashionset
to that neighborhood ten years ago, and the fintion of the operations there. The army hero was cruisers fitted out In British ports. The act t >
the Mexican war. and when young Dent fell est mansions in New York City have been built
nearty surrounded by Confederates, and greatly enforce the provisions of the fourteenthamendwith a bullet in his groin while leading his comsince.
weakened by sicknessand losses,but Grant's ment of the Constitution, popularly known as pany to a charge, Grnnt picked him up and car- there
* f
It Is a neat-brown-stone-front
honse of a shade
presence put new hope into their drooping the Kn-Klnx bill, was followed by a Presiden- ried him In his arms to a place oi safety. The
less than the averagewidth of city houses, four
hearts. He there concentratedtroops from other tial proclamation exhorting ol>ed!enceto It;
affection between the young men Increased, stories high, and with ornamented window caspoints,attacked Bragg’s army, strongly in- and on Oct. 17, 1871, the President snspended and the affection between the beautiful Miss
ings. A bay window looks ont trom the parlor
trenched on Missionary Ridge and Lookout tbe privilege of habeas corpus in the northern Dent and her brother's friend, with whom she
floor. The front faces the south, and the view
Mountain, and carried both points by assault countiesof South Carolina. Under the pro- corresponded,more than kept pace with 1L Affrom the rear window commands part of CenNov. 24 and 25. Bragg's forces were now driven visions of an act of Congress of«March 3, 1871, ter the war, the wedding. The elite ot SL Lonia
*
back to Dalton, Ga. Sherman being sent to tho President Grant appointed a board of seven were there, tho officer* from the barracks at- tral
relief of Burnside, who was besieged by Long- commissioners to inquire into the condition of
tended In full uniform, and It was the social
street at Knoxville, drove back the Confederates the civil service,and devise a plan for rendering
ANECDOTAL.
event of the year 1848.
from that point, and by these snccesses the Con- it more efficientThe Chairman of the Board,
The Journals of that day were not given
federate communication between the Atlantic George William Curtis, resignedin March, 1873. to making mention of social events, and the
Didn't Mean to Re Reaten.
and the Mississippi waa broken. Dec. 7 Presi- bee rase of essentialdifferencesbetween his only newspaper reterenceto the wedding that
After
the
battle of PittsburghLanding,Gen.
dent Lincoln ordered a thanksgiving in all the views and the President’s on the enforcement of has been discovered consists df the following
churches for the victories of the Cnion cause the rules. At the National Republican Conven- notice that appeared in the Kepublican of Ang. Buell began criticisingin a friendly way the Impolicy of his having fought a battle with the TenDec. 17 Congress passed a resolntion ordering tion held In Philadelphia, June 5, 1872, President
24, 1848, two days after It oocurred :
nessee River behind his men. "Where. If beaten,
that a gold medal should be struck for Gen. Grant was renominated by acclamation,and
Married—
On
the
22d
Inst,
by
Rev.
J. EL Linn, could yon have retreated,General?"asked Buell.
Grant, and returning thanks to him and his Henry Wilson of Massachusetts receivedthe
army. About Christmas Grant went In person nomination for Vice President: while Horae j Lieut. Ulysses8. Grant^U. S. A, to Miss Julia, “I didn't mean to lie beaten," was Giant's sententious reply. "But suppes? yon had l>een dedaughter of Col Dent of SL Loula.to Knoxville to Inspect the command there, and Greeley and B. Gratz Brown were the candl
feated, desuite all your exertiofla?" "Well, there
Jan. 13 -went by way of Cumin
*
berland
Gap to dates of both the Liberal Republicans and the
were all the transports to cany the remains of
id Ids bodquar- Democrats. Grant and Wilson received 26S
Nashville* where be no* placed
the command across the river." “But, General,"
ters.
!. Jan. 24,
2 1864, he went to St. Louis tto visit votes In the ElectoralCollege, against 80 for
urged Buell, "your whole transportscould not
his eldest son. who was very ID. Feb. 5 he was other candidates. Grant's popular majority
contain even ten thousand men. and it would
hack at Nashville.March 1 PresidentLincoln over Greeley was 762,991. Daring the last ses
be Impossible for them to make more than one
signed* bill passed bv Congress reviving the sion of the Forty-secondCongress the salary of
trip lu the face of the enemy." "Well, if I had
~ de of LieutenantGeneral of the Army, and the Presidentwas doubled, and those of the
been beaten," said Gen. Grant, pausing to light
H861.1
mediatelynominated Gen. Grant for the po- Vice President. Speaker of the House, Justices
another cigar as he spoke, "transportation
for
President Lincoln’s call for troope to aid in sition, and March 3 the Generalreceived the or- of the Supreme Court, and heads of departten thousand men would have been abundant
'•oppressing the rebellion was made April 15, der summoning him to Washington. He ments Increased 28 per cent.
for all that would have !>een left of us."
1861, and April 19 U. B. Grant waa drilling a reached that city March 9. received his commis•company of volunteersat Galena, with whom sion at the hands of the President, and March
AS A CITIZEN.
Be went four days later to Bpringtleld, Hi. In 17 issued his first general order, dated at NashThey Have a General Now.
May Gov. Yates offered btarthe Colonelcy of the ville, assuming command of the atmies of the
There Is
story that upon the.
Twenty-firat Illinois Regiment, of which he took United States, and announcing that his head- The Last Eight Years of tbe Old Soldier’s
next morning after the first day's strug•command early In June and marched at once to quarters would be In the field, and until further
Life.
gle
In
those
tangled
and all bnt ImMissouri, reporting to Gen. Pope, by whom he orders with the Army of the Potomac. March
passable woods of tho Wilderness.Lee and
was stationed at Mexioo.about fifty miles north 23 he arrivedat Washingtonagain, and immehis officers came ont, ss aforetime,to see the
of the MissouriRiver. Aug. 7 he was commis- diately began nls preparationsfor tbe grand
Union forces going back again over tho river,
eloned by the President aa Brigadier General of campaigns which were to terminatethe war. At
and that when he saw, Instead, signs of thdr
Volunteer*. Aug. 8 he waa transferred by Fre- midnight,May 3, Grant began the movement
resumingthe attack, be remarked to his commont to Iron ton, Mo., and a fortnightlater to against Richmond, crossing the Rapidan with
panions: "They have a General now. It Is all up
Jefferson City. Bep. 1, by direction of Fremont, the Army of the Potomac.Hla force now numwith us!" The story may not lie true: but Its
he took command of the District of Southeast bered 140, <HK) men. His first battle was that of
facts were. It was after six days of battle that
Missouri, and Sept. 4 made hie headouarters the Wilderness, fonght May 8, fi, 7. The losses
Grant sent to Washingtonth dispatchwhich
HOUSE IN WHICH OBANT WAS MARRIED.
•t Cairo, at the month of the Ohio. His first were terribleon both sides, bnt the results were
movement was to aelie Paducah, at the mouth Indecisive.Lee retired within his intrenchThe honse where Col. Dent lived, and m which ended with the grim remsrk: "I proposeto fight
of the TennesseeRiver, Sea 6, and Smithland, ments, and Grant made a flank movement on
the marriage was celebrated, now stands on the It out on this line if It lakes all summer."
the month of the Cumberland. Sep. 25. the left In the direction of SpottsylvanlaCourt
southwest corner of Fourth and Cerre streets, Spottsylvanlafollowed,snd Cold Harbor; the
Investment of Petersburg,and that long series
On Nov. 7 fie made a rigorous attack on
on the House. Here followed from the morning
St. Louis.
Confederate camp
There is very little now In the grimy and of assaults, forays, intrenchments,and battles
of May 9 to the night of May 12 one of the
the rebels down to the river bank and burned bloodiest struggles of the war. iu which
dilapidated exterior of the honse to suggest the which ended with the surrender of Lee and
their camps’ and stores, but re-enforcemeats the Union forces gained some ground,
elegance that characterized It in the days when the explosion of the rebellion.
Baring been sent by Gen. Polk across the river, and captured one division,but made no
it was the dtv residence of the Dents. The lime
Not a Candidate.
and the guns of Coiambus brought to bear on impressionon the defenses of the enemy. Grant
dust and coal smoke of f< rty years have coated
the Union position. Grant was forced to retire. now made anothermovement to the lett.crossed
Its walls to an extent that discouragesrenovaA Texas political editor. In November, 1867,
For the following two months he was employed the Pai
tion. and vandal hands have knocked the corwhile Gen. Grant was Acting Secretaryof War,
•in disciplininghis troops, making no movement almost
ners off the bricks and defaced the elaborate pushed bis way Into tbe General's private office
•aare a reconnolsaance toward Colombo* in Jan- These ho
carvings which gave distinctionto thelront and “had an interview" with him. He went
uary. Preparations were now set on foot for an with terrible loss. The assault was renewed
door. As though to emphasize 1U degradation, right to work with his feelers,as is the method
•attack upon Fort* Henry and Donelson, the June 3, with even more frightful loss of life, and
the following legend* tacked up against the of this species of Insect, and told Grant that "tho
dormer of which commanded the Tennessee the gaining of no advantage. Grant's losses in
door frame, Invite* the attentionof all who people of this sectionwanted the General for
Biver, and the latter the Cumberland, near the the camjtalgn from the Rapidan to the James
pass:
President" Grant turned the subject The eddividing line between Kentucky and Tennessee. (May 3 to June 1S> aggregateda total of 84.587 ;
itor, being one of that sort of "gentlemen"who
With this object Grant started from Paducah thoee of Gen. Lee were about 32,000.June
see no connection between politics and politeFeb. 3 with a force of 15,000 men, to be aided bv 16, Gen. Grant joined Gen. Butler's army at
BOARDING
•ness, turned the subject promptly back again,
a fleet of gunboats under Commodore Foote. Bermuda Hundred ana the combined force
AND
saying: "General, we warn you to run tor PresiFort Henry was captured Feb. 6. Its batteries moved again on Petersburg. On Jnne 17 and 18
• ROOMS.
dent, and I want to know what 1 can say when
baring been slleno .d by the fire of the boats be- assaults were made on the Confederate la$4-*5 per Week.
I return home.” Grant answered, with perfore the land forces arrived. The most of the trenchments withouteffect. Lee'a army retired
TABLE BOARD, $3.00.
emptory decision: “Say nothing, air; I want
Confederatetroope escapedacross the country behind the defenses, and by the latter part of
Single Meals, 25c.
notnlng said."
to Fort Donelson. twelve miles distant.Gen. J une Petersburgw«s regularly besieged.Previ6 TICKETS, $1.00.
Grant transported his forces over the same road, ous to this Grant bad orderedflanking moveTanning Leather.
•urronnded that tort, and Feb. 14, as soon as the ments by Gens. Bigel and McCook, both of
.gunboatshad come np the river to co-operate which bad failed. In the hope of drawing Grant
Mrs. Putcher, a very obliging lady, answers
A party of Dllnols politiciansvisited the headwith him. began the attack upon the rebel away from his position before Petersburg. Lee
the old-style Insll and admits tbe caller to a quarters of Gen. Grant when they were located
•work*. The battle waa severe.*and ended Feb. sentanarmynwierGen. Early to raid Maryspadons ball, from which a very precise stair- near Vicksburg, and endeavored to obtain his
16 in the unconditional surrenderof the Confed
land and Pennsylvania. That invasion caused
way leads to the floor above, with one abrupt views on the politicalquestions of the day. One
orate lorce* under Gen. Buckner. Grant was so much alarm that in Aagnst Gen. Sheridan
and uncompromising turn at the middle of the of their number was especially earnest In his
commissioned Major General of Volunteers from was sent against Early, and In a series of tights,
ascent. The stairwayaffords the first strong efforts,and while in tbe midst of what he conthe date of that victory, and immedtate.y closing w ith th t of Got. l‘J at Middletown, comtrace of tbe old-timerichness.Its balusters ara sidered a very perenaalvespeech,was Interachieved national fame. Gen. Halleck, however, pletely defeated him and laid waste the entire
exoee< -Inglyplain and straight, and Its sharp- rupted by Gen. Grant, who quietly remarked:
was prejudiced
against him at this time, and valley ot the Shenanloah.Daring theL?
earncornerednewel post is innocent of carving, but
"There Is nq use or talking politics to me. I
used bis utmost endeavor to deprive Grant mer, tall, and following winter. Grant
all the parts are of mahoganyand the top of the know nothing about that subject, and, fartherof the honor* of“ the Donelson vlctdVy, giving pressed the siege of Petersburg with varypost Is inlaid with pearl Tbe double parlors In more, I don't know of any person among my
which the wedding occurredopen off the hall to ecquaintanoeswho does. Bni." continued he,
the credit of It in his report to Gen. C. F. Smith. , ing success. July 30 a mine was exploded under
one
of
the
forts,
and
an
assault
was
made,
only
Grant's second in command. The Government,
the lelt. They are commodious rooms of about "there Is one subject with which I am perfectly
however, had perceptionenough to understand to be repulsedwith great loss. Aug. 18 a divis16x18 feet in dimensions,and separated by very acnnalnted;talk of that, and I am your man.
heavy sliding doors. The door fad ngs And wlntbe truth and to give Grant bis well-deserved ion of Grant’s army seized the Weldon Railroad
-What Is that. General? asked the politician,
promotion. Whether from irritationat this act and held it against several tierce assaults bv the
.. [18814
Confederates. In which both armies lost thou•of tbe Secretaryof War or other motive is not
^"Tannimr lather," replied Gen. Grant
Gen. Grant retired from the Presidency,upon
known, bnt Gen. Halleck immedla’ely began sands of men. After a hard-fought battle on
preparation- lor an expedition into Tennessee, the.road south of Petersburg the army went iflto the accessionof Rutherford B. Hayes, on the the doors are of solid Srass, and perfectly
An Obstinate Man.
w inter quarters there, postponing active opera- 4th ot March, 1877. His career since that date, smooth , as was the fashion when the honse waa
In the early days of the campaign, Mrs.
tions until spring. Feb. 27, 1866, Gen. Sheridan which has been In the main a quiet and une- built. Tbe fireplacela snraonnted by a wooden
again assaulted and defeated Gen. Early's forces ventful one. la too familiarto the mantel, and to faced bv an ornament- Grant gave an opinion about Richmond, which
however, be was freed from this restraint,and at Waynesboro,and then joined hts oom- reading world to require any extended notice. ed sheet-iron front, which has escaped waa a* well founded as that of tbe General’s
again joined hts command, with headquarters mander*in-chlefwith hl« army. The battle of Every one knows of tola trip aroand the world, any . serions defacement orr Injury all j father about Vicksburg. Bo
and tbe enthusiastic receptions that met him in
year*. The moat notable feaat Savanna, Tenn. Gen. Smith had ramped Hatcher's Run and Five Forks was fo
every cl^tow^ and village^thronghwhlohhe
tl
i tbe troops at tbe point where tbe battle of
March 29 to April
II »,
1, resulting
icnuil.
In the
upon
ms
retnrn
j
M afbrward fought, near
tbe Confederates
s and the c
of hla candidacy
on Abe west
oners. On the fi
following
It to *

nessee. In June he transferred
ters to Memphis. Jnly U Halleck was summoned to WashiDgtton to supersedeMcClellan,
and Grant suooeeded him In command, and
transferred his headquarters
to Corinth. Bep. 17
he ordered an advance Against the Confederate
Gen. Irlcc, then stationedwith a large force
at loka. There a battle was fought Sept, 19, and
a complete victory gainhd by Gen. ftoseorans.
As Bravg’s fdree was pushing toward the Ohio
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general assault
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waa taken ill with a sicknessfrom which the works were <
> never recovered, and Gen. Grant waa placed
of Lee evacuated 1
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Why He

Eferybwlj’gAir-Brake.

A Lovely Complexion

Married Her.

PerryDavis’PatoKilli

What a lovely complexion!" we often
“Yei, •ah,” Mid Uncle Zach, ‘Tae
tJ
penona ray. *• 1 wonder what abe does
tt forty year* an’ if a aa I aex: De fuat
U" In every caae the purity and real
an* Cbrlimas day of de Mtno year
ineaa ot the comploxion depends upon
tioineaon de aame week day.
blood. Thoac whj have aallow, blotchy
Farther converaation proved Uncle
may make their akin amooth and
moat inoreduloua peracn. Chancing to
PPR|;Blieri
by by taking enough of Dr. Pieree'a
Uon Dr. Carver’ i feat of breaking glai
Btintnffly
olden Medical Dlacovcry" to drive out
with a rifle, he Mid:
getting married. One morning the humors lurking in the ayalem.
“I heerd 'bout dat ahootin’ and knowed
right off it waan't aquar’; dat waa a Yankee he fired
ed up and
an told them that he could
SprciAL taxes are levied upon bachelor!
trick, boaa, aho’a you
(jet married as well as any of them. In France, and they pay it cheerfully;nary
“What waa the
a**, ua -M*,ioainrr Ho ha/1
a kick.

s

^eU

born.,,
trlckY"

tve Nlw York
id

glasr— dat's the trick 1"
Uter, Uncle Zach observed a rope running
along the aide of the osr.
"Boaa, what’a dat line far?" j
••To apply the airbrake In caae of accident." Then we had further to expain now
the force of the brake waa obtained,to which
Uncle Zach responded: \
••Look a here, boaa, you rboly don’t ’apect
me to b'lievedat foolish nesai’ Why, do biggest barricane whatever blowed couldn’t
•top dla train, runln' forty mile a houh An'
you think I gwlne to b'leive a little pipe J ull
of wind under de kyars can do it* No, aah-

and an
went down to his

a railroad »mft«h-up, ,a cyclone,
all

City,

litre,

and

stop at the brand Union Hotel, opposite (b and
Central Depot; A00 elegant rooma tilted np at a
cost of one million dollara, reduced to $1 and
opwirda per day. European plan. Elevator.
Restaurantsupplied with the nest. Horae cabs,
stage, and elevated railroad to all depots. Families can live better for leas money at the Grand
Union than at any flrat-clsashotel in the city.

looked as though she had been through

earthquak®. "We

QWrlage

mother’s to see the fun, and fun it was.
She raised a terrible row.
“What did you want to marry that
crippled thing for? She’s got false
SVmtf is a ledger not a ledger? LoJg-yer
teeth, ir&ifirt she'?” the’ old lady know some other time.
screamed.
Interesting to Travelers.

ree!'*

Qhere are a great many Uncle Zachs who
Judge everythingsimply by appearances.
The air-brake does not seem to be a very
powerful thing, but poVer and efficiency are
not necessarilyequivalent to bigness and
pretense.
Philip Uecrs, Esq., who resides at the
United States Hotel, Now York City, and la
engaged in raising subscriptionsfor the New
York World Bartholdi pedestal fund, was
once upbraidedby a distinguished relative
who was a physician,for commending In
•uch enthuslnatfcterms, a remetiythat cured
him of Bright's diseaseeight year* ago. He
said: "Bir, has the medical protejaion,with
all its power and experlenca of thousands of
years, anything that can cure this terrible
disorder*’ No. no, that is true; there Is no
mistake about it but that Warner's safe cure
fa really a wonderfully effective preparation.
That remedy Is an "air-brake”that every
man can ^pply, and this fact explains why It
has saved so many hundreds of thousands of
lives.— lopyrtyhtfd. Used by permission of
American Rural Rome.

lAHLEft A. VOOELEB
TOE CHAMLEft
VOOELE CO.

_
for?”

“Humpbacked?”

oont«m.
plating a trip to the Booth to learn of the
vast improvements in time and accommodations that have been rendered possible
by the recent completion of a remarkably
long bridge over the Ohio River at Henderson, Ky. , a point ten miles below Evans-

.

n

A.

vrvi|[(.W*O0.)fcrftUiM*. 14^ C.S. A.

TAKE

ville, Ihd.

“Yes,
____ ma.”
__
The length of the bridge proper is 3,6SG
“Well, for heaven’s sake, what did feet, the span over the channel of the river
yon do it
is 525 feet, the longest span of truss bridge
“Well, ma, you see there’s so little of in the world. The bridge is reached by
her left that it won't be much cost to three and oue-half miles of solid sub, tau4

in

It will be interestingto people

“An’^ahe hair?1*
“Yes, ma.”
“Glass eve?*
“Yes, ma.”
“Cork leg?”
“Yes, ma.”

nnnr follow

trestle-workon the Indiana side,
this bridge completed, there is
unJ)rojcenm|j jjn0 between Chicago and

tial

keep her,

rephe^e jmor fellow

sniveling.

I,

With

MALT

him, for the |
left — her
Nashville, Chattanooga,Atlanta, Jacksonville, Florida,and other Southeastern
cities over the shortest existingroute,
The AssistanceHe Needed.
which fact was immediately taken adyanXT XS TB.TD
Prlw. 15 eta., 50 eta. and •t.00 per Bottle.
“Philander,” said a pretty girl to her I tnge of by the Chicago and Eastern Illinois
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGIBTft.
bashful beau, “I wish you’d tie this rib- Railroad (Danville Route) and its Boothern Blood Purifier i Health Restorer. ,
felt sorry for

biggest part of her was
tongue.— Brooklyn Times.

BITTERS.

t0
'

"can’t 660 how
glass.
__

S

|

ache, low of Appetite and Bleep, Nlervons
Debility, Neuralgia, and all Female
I
Paper Hanging.
fast traveling and excellent accommoda- Complaints.
- gr Hope
Hop* A
& Malt
m
--------Bitten ‘i
la a Vegetions which heretofore have been almost table Compound. It Is a IHedlelaenot a Bar• Dear reader, did you ever hang paroom Drink. It differsm widely ss does
I wholly monopolizedby the East and West
(!av and night from the thoasand-and-ono
per? Did you ever indulge in the
After an unsuccessful effort of five iin08.
of vile whisky flavoredwith
luxurious blessedness of the paper- minutes, during which he got as red as I The first through train, which left Chica- mixtures
aromaUea. Hope A Malt Bitters is reeomhanging art? Did yon ever cut loose a brick house, and perspired like
mended by Physlclaas,Ml Bisters and
goat 3:45 Sunday afternoon, July 19, on |maa««
from the cares of a busy everyday hum- pitcher of ice water on a July window the new Chiwtgq and Naahvillj fast line,
woman orcltlldcan take It
drum business life and revel for a short
sill, he stammered
^ ^
>,fnm “Z knowledge of It* Ingredients,under
space of a period or two of time in the
“I— I— don’t think I can tie a re- \0*' havmg accompl shed the distance be- Loci^n^tM^ canTt injure one uring It
*
tween the two cities in the hitherto unpre- it contains no mineral or other deleterious subpleasure of pasting paper on a wall
spectable knot. Miss
cedented time of sixteen hours. The new nance. Possessim; reel merits, the remedy is
Well, if you didn’t you have missed
“Suppose, Phriander,” she
fort
passenger
n
one of the bitterest experiences of life,
with ft pretty little blneh, “snppoee from chicego to cross the mmmoth bridge
and much to be thankful for. If you yon call in a preacher to
over the Ohio at Henderson, and as such I
„ .
MOPS 4 MALT BITTERS CO., DttreR, Mich.
ever did, you know, then how it is yourLike the unveiling of a beautiful mys- marks an epoch in Southerntrafficwhose
self.
fbom rax
tery, the situationunfolded itself to importance was testified by the interest
The other day we took onr first lesson
Philander and he feels better now.
a?0118
^ .
in paper hanging, and perhaps we Merchant
I - Thi» tau» 0*me' lha Ix"ralar-F,lac0
Buffet Bleeping Cars; it leaves Chicago at
ay our last
might as well say
last lesson also.
“
Mother*
Should
Note
This.”
I 3:45 p. m. daily, and arrives at Nashville at
think we have got through. In

doit without a

strings.

,

-

I

ortrain
^

a

l:Mary.
*
Traveler.—

iVT

whispered

u^b

•:neoow

assist

^ ^ "“J I

We

we

hadn’t hardly got started before we wished we hadn’t commenced,
and one of the first things we did was
to repent of our undertaking.
We had some paper to hang. Our
l)etter half said it must be hung.
had seen some paper hanging going on
once and it looked easy. We told her
there waa no use to bother after paper
hangers, for it was no trick to slap a
few slices of paper on the wall, and we
felt equal to the emergency, and felt
also that kre needed to enjoy a little
apell of rest and recreation,so we
would just paper the wall ourself.
Alas, as Ben Butler once remarked,
fact,

We

Under

this eftption *n old physician

(Mala BulUlaj.)

The

^dSns!

enabling passengers to reach Chattanooga

resort
use,

from cities are fluently Obliged to
to cough mixtures elreidy put up for

tlenSg“° nd^the'r

from

Rn„lwt!m

is?u Tmi

«mMi rpmediAR nn era known to be free
n_ j nut'Antipa* thiic nvnirl I front three to ten hours less time than by
opiates, poisons, and narcotics;thus avoidany other line.
ing not only danger but fatal results. He
Travelers should make a note of this imrecommends the recently discoveredRed
portant route, and when going South reStar Congh Cure which analyses and tests
member the Chicago and Eastern Illinois.
by various Boards of Health proved to be
purely vegetable as well as prompt, effectTie Caution All Against Them.
ive, and entirelyharmless.
The unprecedentedsuccess and merit of
Ely’s Cream Balm— a real cure for catarrh.

I_

It la said "A

ptophtt

is

me

not without honor,

OOUBSI Is

forbore under iffa unrein

fiSaW

In

A thorough COMMlItClAL

own country."
The m«ny expreMloni

his

ot gratitudereceived by Dr.
from rernotu in hla own vicinity
who have receivedgreat and luting benefitfrom hU
-FAVORITE REMEDY" prove* that the above doe

_

the business.

'FAVOttm: “““

glazing, which is said to

wife said

be

St MARY’S

from the bottom, and if the gain at the
top kept an, that end of the papering
process would get around the square
and safely back home belore the bottom
got half wav around. Then it began
to all wrinkle np and draw itself up in
the ridges and act in other ways unbecgming to a respectablepaper.
Aboat this time we began to weary of
the job, and we also remembered that
we didn't have time to fool with such
things, so we concladed to let the matter drop and send for a paper-hanger
to finish the job. That individual had
no trouble in putting on the balance of
it in a Respectable manner, owing of
course to tne example we had given
him of the way in which paper should
be hung.
We nave quit the business now, and
will no,t consent to hang paper any
more, not even for our near relatives.
Perhaps if we had a mean enemy and
. wanted to punish him, we might consent to hang his paper, if he was not
allowed to look on with a shot gnu, but
under no other circustanceswould we

1
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and we will ret
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iidiomocards.
Ion boxea have been u»ed by the people of
l
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FRAZER
AXLEWetM.GREASE.
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HaiUtoi’s Pat, Dlsjlay Ctarl,
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burgh. Pa.

conservitmyWmusici
America; Largest
in
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Instruct'

istnictionln
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ATARI

lEHillES,1

ver lufferera. It beiag,

Diamond Cut Diamond.
mr opinion, founded on exCurbstone Broker— (scene, Chicago) perience and a sure cure
waa iffllcted with Hay—“My friend, would not you like to IFever
for twenty-five
yearn,
make some money? I can give yon and never before found
some points.”
permanent relief.— WanStranger— “Oh! canyon?”
'teh H. Hahkini, Marsh“Yes, indeed. Yon just put np all field,Vt.
you can on A B C and X Y Z railway I CREAM

it.

stook, »nd you’ll

make s

by

you?”

“Put

it

up with

Corn Shelters and Road Graders.
Made especially for North
prices.clrculirs, Ac. H. A.

Wsstera Trade. Send for

PrTr*’ SONS MFG.

U>., Marecl’lM,La OaUs to.. 111.

'Ilee Best In

BALM

1

utatfon wherever known,
tsplsdng all other prepdl,,,udn«
other is
pr#paretionH.A particle
applied Into esch nostril ; no
pain
Pr.ce

too, but I’m smarter.”

the World
Is the

.AKRON

HAY-FEVER

Bend to the undersipned for

it. a«

also for

Drain Tile.

Cement, Fire Clay. Ground Brick, Chimney T
Chimney Flue Linings,Plssler, Fire Ssnd, etc.

Send for circular,
mdata. Owmto, N. Y.

TO ADVEKTISKRS,
lw the advertiiement

“Eh?”
a three-card

Threshers

nice thing

“Oh, of course. Pm a broker.”
“Yes, I see. You’re pretty amort,

“I’m

180.^0™.]

.monte mm.— Phil-

S«I§§i28i!P

EAHNILSSaS
Acents Wanted
TfUlllVU re*

life

and Deeds of

HAGAN'S

.NT

Magnolia

BUMS.

Balm

Man and

Beast.

r.Dr.

a secret aid to beautv.
Many a lady owes her fresh'
ness to it, who would rather

is

•ores, bip-jolnt disease, or other grai

-

urfto

incept with

OPIOMSHSSSKss
ORGffilrSffiP
iargrt
r—i

which acts jnst snffleientlyupon the bowels to market
relax them without pain, and which beings
The Akron Sower Pipe is the best in
wholesome tonic,as well as aperient, has the ef- | the world. See advertisement In this paper. Boston, Vasa.. OLDEST
fect of strengtheningboth them and the 'tomach, and promoting the well-beln^^of the whole
Crapped Hands, Face, Pimples and rough
Wood, Jncreawf activity of the liver,usually Skin, cured by using JujuroaTAKSoAP,made
by Caswell, Hazard * Co.. Now York.
dormant in cases of costiveness, and sound digestion follow the use of this beneficent medicine. as thorough and genial in Us effectsaa It
HAY-FEVER.
is safe and pure in composition. Rheumatism,
fever and ague, kidney trouble s and debility
I can recommend Ely’s
!
are also remedied by it
Cream Balm to all Hay-le-

job. We are satisfiedtbat it adelphia Call
is not every man who can build for
The Poor Little Ones.
himself an enduring monument of skill
We
often
see children with red eruptloni
and artfulness by attemptingto slap
on face and hands, rough, scaly skin, and
paper on the wall. A man might «uc* often sores on the head. These things indicess fully and decently hang himself, cate a depraved conditionof the blood, in
and at the same time make a fizzle in an the growing period children have need of
pure blood by which to build up strong and
effort to hang paper.
bodies. If Dr. Pierce’s "Golden
With these few remarks we close by healthy
Medical Discovery" is given, the blood i
saying that henceforth the public will purged of its bad elements,and the ohild';
apply to other firms when it wants development will be healthy, and as.lt
be. Scrofulous affections,rickets,

--

ion*

y

f

|

tackle the

-

ACADEMY

rent,

it

IS

eem-

esaas&fSss:

other amuar
almllar |
ie sold in
In thla
thii dty
dty than
than ot
ot any
any otner
preparation. We readilyrecognixe the truth of thia
statement,and now call to mind many of our prominent dtlxena who have been cured of various complaints by thla medicine, am
and of whoa* raae* wo have
made mention in
In this
thin paper from time to Ume.
The -FAVORITE
1TE REMEDY”
REMEDT is used to a great extent
i in
ui vuviuMuc
Charitable>nd
and Reform Institutions,
Iu.wn.wuii.,where
wwv.v the
mr inmate* suffer so frequenUyfrom Kidney and Liver
Complaints, also disorders arising from an Impure
I state of the blood.
, Mrs. M. L. Dare, Matron of the House of Shelter.
Albany, N. Y.. Informs us that this medicine is used
In that institution with excellent results, and that sue

poisonous.

s-

ta the

Of

idne

she didn’t believe we Glass for either is better.
Elevator;all appointments flrst-clasa.
could hang paper, and thought we were
Horr k Gates. Proprietors.
All cooking utensils, including iron
fooling away onr time. We told her pots, should be rinsed after washing
May Fever.— 1 have been a great sufehe didn’t seem to have that implicit and carefully wiped on the inside with ferer fr
faith in our abilities that she should a clean, dry. cloth. A soapy or greasy
have, and that if she would just keep dish cloth should never be used for the
more. In fifteen minutes after one. applies*
her eye on onr movements, she woula purpose,
tlon I was wonderfully helped. Two weeks
soon see that we knew how to hang paago I commenced using It, and now I feel
A Neoeeilty of Health.
per as well as anybody. We proceeded
enllrelvcured. It is the greatest discovery
It Is a prime necessity of health that the action
ever known or heard of.-DuHAMBL Clark,
to decorate the walls. The first piece
of the bowels should be kept regular. But the
Farmer, Lee, Mass. Price fifty cents.
did very well, only it seemed to have an way to overccme a temporary fit of constipation,
inclination to skew around and get into or to remedy chronic eoettveness, Is not to delPure Cod-Liver Oil, made from selected
a twist The second piece was worse uge the stomach and drench the bowels with livers on the sea shore, by Caswell, Hazard
than the first, and the farther we went purgativesot violent or painful action. The k Co., New York. . It is absolutelypure and
sweet. Patients who have once taken it
the worse it got. After awhile we no- happy medium between an Inoperative and vio- prefer it to all others. Physicians have deticed that the top was going right away lent cathartic Is Hostetler's Stomach Bitters, cided It superior to any of the other oils in
Our

ons ot

DAVID KENNEDY

“The best laid plans o’ men and mice nin, which is acid,
gang aft aglee.” ' They did gang very# produces a
|
much aft aglee. They scooted out like
Never use water which has stood in a Bslm. Many In your immedlato locality will
K ---------- ------ »
greased elm. We commenced work lead pipe over night. Not less than a I teitify In hlgheatcommendationot it. Don't
with a brush, a pot of paste and a large wood
an bucketful
should be
allowed to
to | partl,,le
** decelvetlBuy on,y
E|y each
8 Cream
Bata.no
A
woouen
uucKeuui snouiu
oe auoweu
lg applIed
lnt0
no8trii;
supply of self-confidenc.The brush run<
never naed It. it la perfectlysafe to commend he I
In; agreeable to use. Price fifty cents; of
Pa
medicine aa one of the very best proprietaryarticles
and paste lasted first-rate,but we soon
Never use water from a stone reser- dn
ruggists.
now before the public. Dr. DAVID KENNEDY, the
found we were running terribly short voir for cooking purposes.
proprietor,is one of the most prominent sad h
"Put up” at the Gault House.
respectedresidentsof Kondout, w
of self-confidence.It takes a big Never allow fresh meat to remain in
The business man or tourist will find first- ITr. REMEDY” is manufsctu:
for many years been known m a reputablepwcticing
amount of self-confidenceto success- paper ; it absorbs the juices.
class accommodations
at the low price of tt phyeirianof high atanding,and the oUime which he
fully keep up the paper hanging busi__
_ favor of hla medicine-re. therefore,
in
Never keep vinegar or yeast in stone and $2.60 per day at the Gault House, Chloa- mike*
are. en—
«*b.me.DY*liai
ness. This is about all we learned of
be fart that it*

poison.

Heulon will openlToudAy,Sept.

Eighty -third

U*»elrs.tLaw^Science^Mathematics,and

^n®< ,

writes

Never!

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DIME.

oud South travel some of the lumries in
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not
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telly

and

you can't tell.

Mustang Liniment is older than

most men, and u>ed more and
more every year.
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D. DAVIS.

the liberty to prohibit

wloon. But

the

.

Ubtrty.
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CLAM
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Goods must bo sold in order to meet the obligations to creditors.

“UNHEARD OF BARGAINS”

a-

Is the

of

looft ih evil f Sir

Mttthew Hile, Chief
Justice of England more than 200 jean
•go said, “The place of JudieafureI have
long held in toll kingdom has given me
an opportunity to observe the original

Ms,

In Dry

Mshing

Clothing, Gents’

Ms

Goods, and

and Shoes.

cause of moat of the enormitiesthat have

been committedfor the space of twenty
yean. And by due observationI have
found that If the murden and manslautht-

h

ers, the burglaries and robberies,the

end

rapes and other enormitiesthat have hap-

pened

in that

time were divided Into five

parU, four of them have been the issue
and product of excessive drinking of tav-

POWDER

Ladies are invited to

Chief Justice

Noah

Davis, of the Su-

New York for thirty years
number of offences disposed
of by the police and other courts, not on
record, were collected with those tried by
preme Court

of

and examine the stock of

cail

Absolutely Pure.

strengthand wholesomentss. More economical
Chief Baron Kelly stated that two-thirds than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
of the crimes that come before the courts weight, alum or phosphatepowders . Sold only in
cam. Rotal bAKiao Powder Co., 108 Wal st.N.Y.
of law of this country (England)are occasioned chieflyby intemperance.

Suits of Clothes at Greatly Reduced Prices.

L

This powder n«ver vsrlesA IA marvel of purity,

ern and ale house drinking.

•l

And Winter

rioU

tumults, the adulteries,fornications,

Winter Dress Goods, new Style Prints, i

H-A-TS
TUTT’S

In large

numbers will be sold at a great

sacrifice.

says: "If the

that even at this
four-fifthsgiven

•'

day the proportionof
by Sir Matthew Hale

would be found to be

An
;'

'

'

*‘1

four cases out of five, where

an

offense

has been committed, intoxicating drink
has been the

of

the

os

use. In 1875

a

committee

House of Commons of Canada re

ported that out of 28.000 condemned to

V

the Jiffs of the provinces of Ontario

and

Quebec during the three previous years,

were committed either for

21,000 of them

drunkenness or fof crimes perpetrated unI':

der the influence of drink and the Slate

Board of Charities of the State of Masaa-

|
P ^

Ir.r

25 YBAWI
.

SYMPTOMS OP A

am within the truth when I state that

and

The Orestsst Medical Triumph of the Age!

correct.1'

inspector of English prisons says:

Q-ET BEST BABQ-AI1TS
E. T. Harrington.

001*03 EAH/HTST

the higher tribunals,it is quite probable

Holland, Mich., Jan.

.

22, 1885,*

TORPID LIVER.

Lwm of appetite.Bowels eoitlve, Pots Is
the head, with a dull sesaaiftsais the

back

vs it.

Pals aider fha shsaldsr-

Fullneaa
after eatiac, with a die*
bIad<Sw
____________________
Inellaatloato eaertlaa of had? or alad,

JAS.

,

Genuine Cyclone

Irritability of test per. Law avlrlta, with
a feeling ef having negleeted earns daty,
Weariness,Dlaslnsas, Flatter! ag at the

going on

in

the stock of

,

II

.

CONSTIPATION.

at

adapted

to snch cases, one dose effectssuch a
change of feelingas to astonish thesufferer.
They iBetease the A ppema^ud cams the
body to Take •liriMfc.thu*the system is
nowrftefced* and bv their T^nle Aetl«m oa
the Digestive!

chuaetta of 1669 declared that the propor-

Estimates given for

the store of

kinds

WYNHOFF

B.

AND WOODEN PUMPS,

Porcelain-lined,Iron-lined, Maple Cylinder
and all the ditlerant kinds of pumpa.plpe and iron.

Dry Goods & Groceries,

Ctfal dreams. Highly colored (Jrlaa, aad
are especially

Manufacturerof

Wilms’ CcleUratcl Woolen Ditte Wells!
is

Heart, Dels before the ayes, Headache
over the right aye. BealleBaaaaa, with

TUTTi PILLS

WILMS

H.

F.

HUNTLEY,

all

of buildings, fin-

ished and completed.

tion of crime traceable to this great aource

must be

set

down as

heretofore at not less

than fourdiftb*.In 1874 the Board of
Police Justice Of

New York City

official report said:

“We

in their

are fully satisfied

that intoxication Is the one great leading
cause that render! the existence of our polio^ courts necessarv."

Office, 44 Murray 8ia

Lost:— A small hand ax at the Grove at
Macatawa Park on Wednesday, July 22.
The finder will confer a favor upon the
owner who will pay a liberal reward for

A

to the Livei
relieveail bib
Jons troubles.
id

All

I

for the celebrated

rovement on all other lamps
Eoth as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and

Wlll-C. Horner, 14. Inmen block, Monroe street, Grand Rapids, late a pupil of
Carolua Ducan, Paris, France, will form a
sketching class to study in Holland and
neighborhood. Those wishing to learn
drawing in pencil, or painting in oils or
water colors,plesse forward their names
and addresses to the above, when they
will be notified of the next place of meeting. Usual
26-2t ,

A Walking Skeliton.

E.

with lung fever

and abscess on lungs, and reduced to a
a free trial bottle

Discovery for Con-

sumption,which did

me

ao

much good

that I bought a dollar bottle. After using

found myself once more a

hearty appetite,and a gain in fleth of 48

Iba.” Call at H. Walsh’s Drug Store and
get a free trial bottle of this certain cure

Lung Diseases. Large bottles$1.

for

among which

and

inflamation,

juriea.

are tbe celebrated

-

GROVER BAND SEWED

H. WYKHUYSEN,
-dealer I"

1

U Solid Gold and Plated Chains,

the beat remedy for all sudden attacks of
colds, pain

and

SHOKS.

as

I will .ell very rea-

HUNTLEY.

1888.

Frederiksen &

comb AND
and bee me.
COMB
PETER H. WILMS.

Holland, April

Co.,

IN

22,1861.

12>Iy

MINNESOTA

!

Prins & Zwanenburg

the public 34,000 acres of land in the counties

.

We

command

wi]11

a

high price.

.

Wood

and coal can be had cheap.

help, financiallyduring the first years, the

building

Churches and the paying of salaries to ministers.
In Olivia, Mr. T. Haan, our agent, will show these
lands free to all who desire to look them over, and as he
keeps a hotel, will accommodate landseekers at a low rate.
The undermentioned gentlemen have seen our landafRev.

Walsh, Holland; Antony Wiersema, mail clerk, Holland; C.
Repairing promptly and neatly Blom, merchant, Holland; W. H. Rogers, editor, Holland; C.
done
Dok, butcher, Holland; all of whom have seen the land to

ladies' and Gents’ Lockets,

their entire satisfaction,and

for in

Silverware, Platedware,

CALL AND ‘SEE US.

Jewelry and Clocks.
A

by buying of

of

Croup.— Uae Dr. Thomas’ Ecaccording to direction.U

can

HEROLD,

BestintheWorTcL

Loti.

27,

^^iH-«5»vssr
make
me

q uiTV'TTt'v aonable. Fair deafine and good goods.

DUTCH SETT1EMENT

cities,

SODA

On

Sunday, July 12, on the ateamer
Macatawa, while returning from the harbor, a brown cbeok, frock oyercoat,
marked Brooka Brothers,N. Y., and a
rubber overcoat,wrapped togetherin a
shawl strap. The fioder will be suitablv
rewarded by leaving the aame with C. K.
26- 8t
Coates, Holland Mich.

Holland, May

BOOTS & SHOES

man, completely restored to health, with a

Cure

.

of Renville, Kandiyohi
and Chippewa in Minnesota. The
oh
Goods delivered free of charge, lands are only about 100 miles west of St. Paul and MinneB. WYNHOFF.
tpolis, is finely adapted to Agriculture, the breeding of catHollaed,June 14, 1888.
;le, and lies only from 3 1:2 to 7 miles from the well settled
places of Olivia, Renville, and Sacred Heart, on the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul railroad, and only from 8 to 12 .miles
from the stations, Wilmar, St. Johns, and Kerkhayen, on the
competing line of the St. Paul, Minneapolis & Manitoba R.
has just received a large stock «f the latest
styles of Ladies’ and Gentlemen's
The price is from $6 to $8 per acre, easy' terms, interest at 7
per cent. All agricultural products, which are raised in Iowa
these .lands
thrive upon _________
. and compare
# favorably with any prodnets raised in this country, and, being raised near large

Mr. S. Springer, of Mechanicsburg,Pa.,

New

°fflZdJh,°nPf
ZthZ5reet'
near
the corner Of Tenth
Street,

offer to sell to

see them.

terms.
afflicted

im

made and

furnished.

t

Needle Gas Lamp.
These lamps are a great

walking Skeleton. Got

.Brackets, etc.,

JAS.

\i

lectiic Oil

have the agency in this city

Omohls

Art Classes.

for all

and complete line of

always on hand.

Secure Healthy

any other name.

three bottles,

full

Bum CROCKERY

For positive curative effects, one bottle

of Dr. King’s

done on short notice.

Etc., in endless variety.

of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is worth three of

writes: ‘1 waa

White Goods,

New York*

TafoTJStfaEjXoOripiaf. Pries Os.

Us return to this office.

Skirts, Hosiery,

mmui

{To be Continued.)

Re-sawing

Diess Goods, Table Linens, Planing and

Ghat Hair or Wnisnsa changed to a
ULOSftT Black by a single application of
thin DTR. It imparts a natural color, acta
instant aneonsly. Sold by Druggists,or
sent bv express on receipt of fl.

Warning.

I also keep on band a full line of
Pain is given for the wise purpose of
iuformiogus of the presence of clanger
and disease. Any
ay,little excitement of an
unusual nature disturbs tbe balance of the
rgies sre exsystem, the nervous Clergies
hauated, and headache and a hundred
My stock of
other disturbancesare the result Many
of the miseries of modern man and womanhood might be cured and prevented
Is unsurpassedin this city.
were their approach heeded and resisted,
baving their origin in derangementsof the
Particular attention is called to the fact
and blood, dyspepsia, iaundice, indi>; costtvewis sod other unwhole- that all my goods are first-class and are
itioos. Evils of a diseased na- •old at low prices.
a certain cure by the use of Goithis medicine, nsart, haa produced a rare

Spectacles!

NO.

46,

EIGHTH STREET.
E.

Holland, Mich., March

HEROLD.

18,

1884.

SILVERWARE

RbnlatFinaCnt

Afr

have given us permission to publish that they find the foregoing to be true, and that they

information.

will give full
•
First-class return tickets from Chicago, Milwaukee,

and Orange City, to our lands, we

sell for

ten dollars

only. Excursions will leave these places under olir own
management. Return tickets from Holland, Muskegon,
Grand Haven and Grand’ Rapids for seventeen dollars only.
Go and judge for yourself. Write or apply to

FREDERICKSEN &

CO,I.,

and

